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ABSTRACT

mtum potential interpretation of quantum mechanics has shown the possibility and usefulness

ol values to the momentum observable at each point of the configuration space of a quantum

pan :ritique of this interpretation is given showing that as a formulation of quantum mechanics it

is lim ;ing applicable only to a restricted class of observables and states. A new formulation is given

which uces the idea of distributions of observable values in various representation spaces. This new

formulai s shown to be applicable to all quantum observables and a clear meaning is given to local values

within qua. am mechanics.

It is shown that it is possible to introduce distributions of observable values on generalised phase spaces

and the properties of these distributions are studied. An important consequence of this is that there is no need

to resort to a theory of negative probability as in the case of the quantum phase space probability distribution

functions which are known not to be positive definite.

The usual quantisation rules are shown to be merely formal procedures in that they do not always

give acceptable quantum observables. It is shown that in certain circumstances it is possible to replace

the standard quantisation rules, which give global operators, by a local quantisation procedure which gives

local observables. These local observables are shown to agree with the global operators for localised wave

functions. This is further evidence in favour of the introduction of local observables in quantum mechanics.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
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Any review of the development of quantum theory will pick out a number of individual contributions

that have led not only to new insights in the interpretation of the theory but also to new areas of research

that have lasted right up to the present. In this respect such contributions may rightly be described as

classic works. Without doubt the introduction by Bohm of the quantum potential interpretation of quantum

mechanics in 1952 is just such a classic work. In the quantum potential interpretation it is assumed that

to every quantum particle there are assigned exact values of position and momentum, in such a way that

the particle behaves as if it were a classical particle zcted on by some kind of potential, called the quantum

potential. This assumption is made by comparing the Schrddinger equation describing the evolution of the

particle's wave function with the Hamilton-Jacobi equation of classical mechanics.

This thesis provides a critique of the quantum potential interpretation that points to a number of limita¬

tions and problems it encounters. This motivates the introduction of a new interpretation, which overcomes

these limitations. The consequences of this new interpretation are surveyed. It should be stressed that the

intention is to study the mathematical aspects of the theory and not to address philosophical or metaphysical

questions,.

The critique of the quantum potential interpretation is contained in Chapter 2. There it is shown that if

the classical treatment of the assumed position and momentum values is taken seriously then inconsistencies

arise. Furthermore, it is pointed out that the quantum potential interpretation is limited in the sense that it is

not applicable to all quantum observables, nor can it be applied to non-differentiable wave functions.

In Chapter 3 the spatial distribution of observable values is introduced. There it is shown that it is

possible to associate with any quantum observable, for a given state,in the domain of that observable, a set

of local values, distributed on the configuration space of the particle, in such a way that the expectation value

of the observable is the sum of these local values. This is a consistent approach and it leads to consideration

of the density function for the spatial distribution of observable values which for the momentum observable,

is shown to be related to the momentum values assumed in the quantum potential interpretation. A study of

the mathematical properties of the spatial distribution of observable values provides an explanation of the

inconsistencies noted in Chapter 2. Finally, it is shown that the new interpretation does not suffer from the
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limitations of the quantum potential interpretation.

Chapter 4 is a short chapter containing some examples of stationary and non-stationary states which

allows a comparison between the spatial distribution of observable values and the quantum potential inter¬

pretation to be made.

Another classic work was the introduction of the Wigner distribution function [Wigner 1932], This

is a function which behaves in a similar manner to a probability distribution function defined on the phase

space of classical statistucal mechanics. Since then there has been intensive study of so called phase space

distribution functions in quantum mechanics. The interpretation of such functions as probability distribu¬

tions necessitates the introduction of a theory of negative probability, since all the distribution functions of

interest fail to be positive definite. In Chapter 5 this theory ofphase space distribution functions is reviewed,

as is the link between the distribution functions and quantisation rules (operator ordering rules). It turns out

that the usual rules are only formal manipulations inasmuch as they do not always assign acceptable quan¬

tum observables to classical observables. This assertion is proved using the technique of deficiency indices.

The conclusion from this analysis is that there is no justification to consider the phase space distribution

functions as probability distribution functions. A final section shows that it is possible to replace the usual

quantisation rules by a local quantisation procedure, that is a rule which will assign a family of self-adjoint,

local operators to a classical observable in a consistent manner.

In Chapter 6 the spatial distribution of observable values is extended to provide a phase space dis¬

tribution of observable values which bypasses the difficulties mentioned in Chapter 5. This procedure is

generalised to provide distributions of obsevable values on generalised phase spaces generated by suitable

pairs of observables, that is the restriction to position and momentum observables is lifted. Care is needed

not to overlook the mathematical subtleties associated with this generalisation. It is shown that it is possible

to have distributions of observable values even in the case when the observables generating the generalised

phase space have discrete spectra.

The controversial question of whether or not it is possible to have a hidden variables interpretation
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of quantum mechanics is discussed in Chapter 7. There it is demonstrated that the interpretation given for

the spatial distribution of observable values (and related distributions in different representations) leads to

a hidden variables interpretation in a rather trivial sense. What is stressed is that just because it is possible

to provide local values in quantum mechanics there is no reason why these values should behave as if they

were observable values in classical mechanics. This chapter makes reference to several classic works [von

Neumann 1955; Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen 1935; Bell 1964].

The final chapter contains a conclusion and outlines the prospects for further work.
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CHAPTER 2

A CRITIQUE OF THE QUANTUM
POTENTIAL INTERPRETATION OF

QUANTUM MECHANICS



§2.1 INTRODUCTION TO THE QUANTUM POTENTIAL INTERPRETATION OF QUANTUM
MECHANICS

The quantum potential interpretation ofquantum mechanics was introduced by Bohm in a pair of papers

published in 1952 [Bohm 1952 a, b]. A brief outline of the main aspects of this interpretation will be given

in this section.

Suppose that a particle of mass m is described by a wave function <f> which satisfies the Schrodinger

equation
Ft h2 .

(2.1)
o 12

= —V2<£ + V <{>
ot Zm

where V is the classical potential. Since ^ is a complex-valued function it may be written as

<f> = flexp [(i/h)S], (2.2)

where R and S are both real-valued functions. Substituting this form for <f> in (2.1) and separating the real

and imaginary parts gives two equations governing the behaviour of R and S, these are

dR -1

dt 2m [RV2S + 2 VR -VS] (2.3)

and

dS

dt
(VS)2

2m
+ V-

h2 V2R
2m R

(2.4)

The classical limit of this pair of equations is obtained by letting h —» 0. Equation (2.4) then becomes

'(VS)2as

dt
+ V (2.5)

and this is seen to be the Hamilton-Jacobi equation of classical mechanics [Goldstein 1980, Ch.10]. So in

the classical limit S is a solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation with the particle's momentum given by

P = VS. (2.6)

Bohm's interpretation is that (2.4) is still to be regarded as a Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the quantum

particle but now the total potential acting on the particle is V + U where

U =
h2 V2R
2m R

4
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To avoid confusion (2.4) will be refened to as the quantum Hamilton-Jacobi equation. As a consequence of

Bohm's assumption the particle has an assumed momentum ir given by

ir=VS (2.8)

and a velocity v given by

v = x = —. (2.9)
m

If p is defined by

p(x,t) = R2 = \4>(x,t)\* (2.10)

then (2.3) may be rewritten as

^ + V-(pv) = 0. (2.11)at

This may be inteipreted as the equation for the conservation of a probability density p. Thus (2.11) along

with the quantum Hamilton-Jacobi equation may be taken to describe an ensemble ofpossible trajectories for

the particle, each trajectory being a solution of (2.9) for a particular initial condition. The probability density

of the particles in this ensemble is taken to be p, which from (2.10) is seen to be the same as the probability

density in the orthodox interpretation of quantum mechanics. A necessary outcome of this interpretation

is the assumption that along each trajectory the particle has a precise position x and a precise momentum

*(x) given by (2.8).

The classical Hamilton-Jacobi equation is entirely equivalent to Newton's equation of motion

^ = mx = —W. (2.12)dt

What about the quantum Hamilton-Jacobi equation? From (2.8) and (2.9)

£-£(VS) = TO54B,mS- (213)

If it is assumed that d/dt = (d/dt + xV-), then
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£(VS) = ^r(VS) + XV • (VS)dt at

+ xV2S

[(VS)2 Tr h2 V2i?l vs„2o
= -V

„ + V - — + V 52 m 2m it m

= -V[V + C7] V2S + V2S
m m

using (2.4), (2.7) and (2.9). Thus

— = mx = -V[V+U].
at

(2.14)

Comparing (2.14) with (2.12) again shows that it is consistent to consider the particle to be acted on

by a total potential V + U. The second potential U, given by (2.7), is called the quantum potential; it is

this potential that is responsible for the difference between the classical trajectories, which are solutions of

(2.12), and the quantum trajectories, which are solutions of (2.14).

The extension of the above interpretation to the n-particle case is straightforward. Let the mass of the

;'th particle be given by m;- then the SchrOdinger equation becomes

Now if cf>, a solution to this equation, is again put in the form (2.2) and as before p = R2 then (2.15) becomes

(2.15)

= 0 (2.16)

and

as
, (Vis)2 , , (VnS)2

dt 7711 mn

Here the assumption is that the pair of equations (2.16) and (2.17) describe, for each of the n particles, an

ensemble of possible trajectories. As before p is the probability density of the particles in the ensemble and
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along a particular trajectory the nth particle is assumed to have a momentum given by

*n = V„S. (2.18)

Furthermore, each particle is assumed to be acted on by the classical potential V plus the quantum potential

U which is now given by

ft2 F 1 — 2Dj , 1 T-7 2 ;U=~T5 —'VlR+---+ —V*'R2 R [mi mn
(2.19)

Note that the form for U is non-local in that the quantum potential acting on any one particle depends on

the location of all the other particles.

7
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§2.2 EXPECTATION VALUES OF OBSERVABLES IN THE QUANTUM POTENTIAL INTER¬
PRETATION

In the orthodox interpretation of quantum mechanics the expectation value of an observable A, when

the wave function is <f>, is given by

Note that in this section results will be derived in a form that demonstrates their generality. In order

not to confuse the presentation a simple notation will be adopted, thus an expression like (2.20) of the form

/ / dx will imply the following:

(i) The coordinate system used, which if it is written will be denoted by (x), does not have to be Cartesian

but could be a curvilinear coordinate system (e.g. spherical polar coordinates);

(ii) The particle is not necessarily moving in only one dimension, dx is to be understood as a volume

element in the configuration space of the particle and the integral may be a multiple integral;

(iii) It is implicitly assumed that the integrations are carried out over the entire range of the coordinates

What is the expression, corresponding to (2.20), for the expectation value ofA in the quantum potential

interpretation?

As shown in §2.1 the quantum potential assumes for

that there is an ensemble of trajectories for a particle and if the particle has a position x then it has a mo¬

mentum value

(2.20)

used.

<t>= ftexp [(i/h)S] (2.21)

w(x) = VS(x). (2.22)
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The probability density for the ensemble is R2 (x), so if the particle possesses a classical observable of the

type /(x, p), where x and p are the classical position and momentum values, then the expectation value of

/ in the quantum potential interpretation should be

</}QP = //(x,VS(x))ii2(x)dx. (2.23)

The expression (2.20) will be compared to the expression (2.23) for a number of observables of interest

If / is a function of x alone then

(/(x))qw = J <T(x)/(x)<«x)dx = J /(x)i?2(x) dx = (/(x))Qp (2.24)

where /(x) is the quantum operator corresponding to the classical observable /(x). So in this case there

is agreement between the orthodox and quantum potential interpretations.

The behaviour if / is a function of p alone is much more complicated. To begin with assume that / is

of the form

/(p) = p\ (2.25)

where n is a positive integer. To discuss this case further the following technical results will be required.

Lemma 2.2.1

(Pn)qjir = /V(—tf»V)n<£dx = J R[VS - ihV]n Rdx n> 1. (2.26)

Proof

First it will be proved by induction that

(-ihV)n4> = eu'h)S [VS - tAV]n R n > 1.

9
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Note that from (2.21)

(—= e(i/h)s [VS - iW] R,

so the result is true for n = 1. Now assume that

= e(i/ft)S [VS - ihV]kR (2.28)

for a particular k > 1, then

(-ihV)k+14> = (-ihV) • (e(,'/A)S [VS - iftV]k Rj

= VSe(i/h)s [VS - ihV]k R + eU/h)S(-iftV) • [VS - ihV]k R

= e(i/h)S [VS - iftV] • [VS - tftV]k R

so

(-ifiV)k+l(f> = e(,'/A)s [VS - ihV]k+1 R

which is (2.28) with k = k + 1. Hence by induction (2.28) is true for n > 1 and so

J dx = J <t>*eu'h)S [VS - tW]° Rdx
that is, for n> 1,

J 4>*(-ihV)n<j>dx = J R[VS -ihV]n Rdx.n

For any positive integer n let in be an index that takes the values 0 and 1. For each n define C<„ by

Ci% = VS fori„ = 0,

C. = —iftV forin=l.
(2.29)

Lemma 2.2.2

With C,„ defined as in (2.29)

[VS-iW]"= Y, n> 1. (2.30)
«'i «'.=o,i
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Proof

The proof will again be by induction. For n = 1
VS - ihV = Co + Cx = VS - iftV

which is obviously true. Now assume that (2.30) is true for n = k, that is

[VS-ihV]"= J2
<1 ,<*- 0,1

then

[VS - tftV] *+1 = [VS - - ihV]k

= [VS-ttV] £ C,,...C,t
*1, ••■,<*= o,i

= [Cb + Ci] J2 C«'
»1 >k" 0,1

= £ <V-Ck,-
<1 >Vn = 0,l

Hence the induction step is valid and the result follows. □

By substituting (2.30) in (2.26) it is seen that

<PVs f R 53 Ci,...Ci,Rix.J <1 <.= 0,1

Let Y?U «.= oi denote the summation over all the indices i;- except for the term with t'i

that is

£ C„ ... C,, = Co ... Co + Ci, ... C,-.
<1 <.= 0,1 <1 <,= 0,1

or

2 C,-, ...Ci, = (VS)n+ a-i-.c,,.
•i,»,<.-0Il <i,-,<.= o,i

So putting (2.32) into (2.31) gives

(PV= f RWS)nRdx+ fR £' a,...Ci,fldx.2 J <i <.=o,i

Now

11



J i?(V5)"i?dx = J(vs)nr2 dx = (pn)QP (2.34)
so (2.33) gives

<pn)qm = <pn)qp + k (235)

where Fn is defined by

Fn= [r £' Cil...Ci,Rdx. (2.36)j ti 1.-0,1

These rather abstract results are best appreciated through some examples.

Example 1

For the case n = 1 (2.35) gives

(p)qM = (p)qp + fi (2-37)

where from (2.36)

Fi = J R(-ih\r>R<lx

= -(l/2)tfi jv{R2) dx
= 0 from the boundary conditions on R.

Hence (2.37) gives

(p)qm = (P )qp (2.38)

Example 2

For the case n = 2 (2.35) gives

(p2)qM = (v2)qp + f2 (2.39)

where from (2.36)

Fj = / i?[CiC0 + CoCi + CiCi] i?dx

12



= J R [-tfcV • VS - ihVS ■ V - h2V2R] dx

= J R [-tW • (RVS) - h2V2R] dx.
The first term disappears because of the boundary conditions on R and so

F2 = J -h2^R2dx

whence from (2.39)

Example 3

If n = 3 a straightforward but tedious calculation gives that

<P3>qm = (P3>qp + / [-ft2V35- ^(ViJV25+ V2EV5)] R2 dx. (2.42)

Before continuing some remarks are in order

From (2.38) it is seen that the orthodox and quantum potential interpretations agree for (p) whereas

(2.41) and (2.42) show that they disagree for (p2) and (p3)- A curious feature of Example 2 is that for the

Hamiltonian given classically as

H = (l/2m)p2 + V(x) (2.43)

equations (2.41) and (2.24) show that

(")qm = (l/2m) (P2)QF + {V)qp ~ J (fe) R2 dx
or using (2.7)

(U)qm = (1/2^) <p2)Qp + (V)qp + <U)QP (2 .44)

13
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Now as stated in §2.1 in the quantum potential interpretation a particle is assumed to be acted on by a total

potential V + U and so the RHS of (2.43) is the average total energy (i.e. kinetic plus potential) and so

(">QM = WQP (2.45)

where as usual the Hamiltonian is interpreted as the total energy observable.

This analysis has shown that expectation values prescribed by (2.23), as may be reasonably expected

from the quantum potential interpretation, are inconsistent with quantum mechanics. If ir(x) is a precise

value for the momentum then it is difficult to understand why in some cases the expectation values of

observables are in agreement with the orthodox interpretation (and experimental results) whilst in others

thay are not. The agreement in (2.45) is brought about by the assumption that U is a potential. Note that

this assumption was made because of the form of the quantum Hamilton-Jacobi equation, however, as shown

above U appears to arise from the kinetic energy term in the Hamiltonian operator.

It is easy to generalise the results obtained so far to the case where / is an analytic function of p. First

expand / as a Maclaurin series:

,=o

(2.46)

then

OO

oo OO

from (2.35)

so

oo

(2.47)

where by assumption Fo - 0.

14



So far discussion has been restricted to observables that are functions of either x or p alone, now

consider a function which combines the two, that is one with non-commuting factors. A suitable physical

example is provided by the angular momentum.

In quantum mechanics the angular momentum observable is given by

L=rAp = —ih. (r A V) . (2.48)

Using the definition (2.22) and (2.23) it may be expected that in the quantum potential interpretation the

angular momentum values will be

A = (r A VS) . (2.49)

Consider first the expectation value of the angular momentum in the direction n where n is a unit

vector, this is Ln = L ■ n, so

(Mow = ~ih J <t>* (r A v40 ' n to

= -ih J 4>* r A (ii/h)VS4> + • n dx

= J (r A VS1) • ni?2 dx, as the second term integrates to zero

= J A • ni?2 dx = {An)QP
so

CLn)QM = (K)QP- (2.50)

Now consider the expectation values of the square of the angular momentum. The value of A2 is

(r AVS)2 = (r A VS) • (r AVS) =r2V2S-(r-Vsf (2.51)

and the expectation value is

(A2)Qp = J [r2V2S-(r-VS)2] ii2dx. (2.52)
It can be shown that

15



(r A V)2 = r2V2-r (r V)-V-2r V (2.53)

and by careful application of the rules of vector algebra this gives that

(l2)QM = -h2J (r A V)2 <pdx

= J [r2 V2S - (r • VS)2] R2 dx - J R [r2 V2 - r (r • V) ■ V - 2r ■ V] fldx
and so using (2.52) and (2.53)

<i2)0M-<AV + G (254)

where

G = -f £^jp-2-R2 dx. (2.55)

Equations (2.50) and (2.54), which are analogous to (2.38) and (2.39), indicate that the expectation

values in the two interpretations agree for observables that are linear in angular momentum but disagree for

those of second order.

The discrepancy between the expectation values in the two interpretations has been commented on—

see for instance [Takabayasi 1952, Rosen 1974] and more recently [Robinson 1982], Takabayasi was the

first to make the observations of (2.38) and (2.54) and, as he points out, if the correction term (2.40) is given

a physical interpretation then so should the similar correction term (2.55). Such a physical assumption

would be in terms of what might be called the "quantum torque" by analogy with the "quantum potential".

Although Bohm commented on a number of the criticisms made by Takabayasi [Bohm 1953] he apparently

did not address himself to this particular problem.

Rosen goes one stage further in supposing the existence of a "quantum mechanical field", possessing

momentum, angular momentum, etc., with which the particle is interacting. He then shows that the expecta¬

tion values for observables linear in say momentum or angular momentum agree with those of the orthodox

interpretation, since the average interaction term in this case is zero, whilst for observables of second order

they may be made to agree. This agreement is brought about because in the latter case the average interac-

16



tion term is exactly the correction term required, that is (2.40) for linear momentum and (2.55) for angular

momentum. The trouble is that for every observable some adhoc and artificial assumptions have to be made

to explain the correction terms that arise. None of the three papers cited discuss orders higher than two; it

is inconceivable that for an arbitrary power of p say an ad hoc "justification" analogous to Rosen's method

for p2 may be concocted to provide an explanation for the term Fn in (2.35).

An attractive explanation of the problems discussed in this section will be provided by the mathematical

analysis of Chapter 3.
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§2.3 COMMENTS ON THE INTERPRETATION OF PARTICLE TRAJECTORIES

In this section the consistency of the quantum potential interpretation will be considered as regards its

interpretation of particle trajectories. Recall that this interpretation is based on the assumption that if

4>(x,t) = R(x,t) exp[(i/ft)S(x,t)] (2.56)

then

7r(x,f) = V5(x,f) (2.57)

is the momentum of the particle and

p(x,t) = R2(x,t) (2.58)

is a probability density. For simplicity it is assumed here that the particle is moving in one-dimension only.

Equation (2.56) is the standard polar form for a complex function (ignoring the division by h) and so

R(x, t) and S(x,t) are independent, being the modulus and phase of <f>. Thus (2.57) being an equation in

terms of S alone and (2.58) being an equation in terms of R alone are independent of each other. However,

the quantum potential interpretation is made via the Schr&dinger equation which reduces to the pair of

equations (2.3) and (2.4) which are seen to mix terms in R and S, so it is expected that problems may arise,

especially in regions where R or S vanish.

The independence of R and S manifests itself in the possibility to define S and hence 7r in regions

where R = 0. Explicitly let R(x) be a C°°-function of compact support and suppose that there is a region

D for which

i?( x) = 0 VxeD. (2.59)

There is freedom of choice for S(x) defined on D, so there are a number of possibilities:

(i) S(x) = 0 VxGjD =» ir=VS=0.

(ii) £(x) = ax Vx € D => 7r = VS = a, where a is a constant.

(iii) If x = 0 e D and S = x2/3 then rr = VS = -(2/3)x-1/3 and tt is undefined at x = 0.
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This list is not intended to be exhaustive but illustrative. The conclusion is that it is possible to have a wave

function of compact support and an extended region D for which R = 0 and tt may be well-defined but

zero, well-defined and non-zero or undefined. The same reasoning would apply to an isolated point at which

R = 0.

In his original paper [Bohm 1952 a, p.174] Bohm comments on the problem of what excludes the

particle from regions where R = 0 by noting that the quantum potential

u = (2-60)
2m R

may be undefined at such regions. If 17 —> oo then the particle would be reflected whilst if 17 —> —oo

the particle would be infinitely attracted to the singularity and would speed through it at infinite speed,

spending no time there. This latter possibility is permitted because the quantum potential interpretation is

non-relativisitic. Consider the following two examples applicable to a particle whose wave function is zero

at i = 0.

Example 1

The wave function is such that

R(x) = aiexp(—x4) (2.61)

where a is the normalisation constant. This gives

V72(x) = a(l - 4x4) exp(-x4)

V2il(x) = a(l6x7 - 2013) exp(-x4)

so using (2.7)

*2

U = —-—(l6z6 — 20x2) = 0 at i = 0 (2.62)2m

Example 2

Similar to Example 1 but now the wave function has

i?(i) = ax2exp(-i4) (2.63)
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so that

Vf?(x) = a(2x — 4x5) exp(—x4)

V2R(x) = a(2 - 20x2 - 8x3 + 16x7) exp(-x4)

giving

U=-—(Zr- 20i2-8x3 + 16xvN) (2.64)2m \r J

so here it is the case that

U —* —00 as x —♦ 0+ or x —* 0_. (2.65)

Example 1 has shown that Bohm's mechanism for excluding particles from x = 0 does not always

work. Even for example 2 where U —> —00 it has already been pointed out that 7r which is interpreted

as the particle's momentum may be constant or even zero at x = 0 contrary to Bohm's statement that the

speed of the particle is infinite. The above analysis has been made on the assumption that equation (2.57)

defines a momentum field—if the particle is at position x at time t then it has a momentum value VS( x, t).

Furthermore, equation (2.58) is understood to be a particle probability density—the probability of finding

the particle in a small region didt at (x,t) is p(x,t)dxdt. So Examples 1 and 2 have shown that this

interpretation of the pair of equations (2.57) and (2.58) is not without problems.

In §2.1 it was shown that the assumption of particle trajectories was made because of the similarity

between the quantum Hamilton-Jacobi equation and the classical Hamilton-Jacobi equation. Also p was

given as a probability density for an ensemble of possible trajectories. These trajectories are solutions of

the equation

dx 1
— =-VS(x,t). (2.66)
df m

Now if p = 0 at x = xo, t = to say then for this to be a consistent approach there must be no trajectory

realisable in the ensemble which contains points on a solution of (2.66) with initial condition x = xo when

t = to. However, equation (2.66) may well admit a solution with initital condition x = xo at t - to ■ The

quantum potential interpretation will have difficulty in interpreting such a solution.
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The conclusion of this section is that there are difficulties in the quantum potential interpretation for

either extended regions or isolated points where the wave function is zero.
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§2.4 LIMITATIONS OF THE QUANTUM POTENTIAL INTERPRETATION

The analysis of §§2.2-3 has shown that there are inconsistencies in the quantum potential interpretation,

leaving these problems aside it is shown in this section that the quantum potential interpretation has only

limited applicability.

Recall that as was shown in §2.1 the quantum potential interpretation arises from a comparison of

the quantum Hamilton-Jacobi equation with the classical Hamilton-Jacobi equation and that the former is

derived from the Schrodinger equation. That is the interpretation is only valid for wave functions that are

twice-differentiable and whose time development is given by the SchrGdinger equation. This is a severe

limitation as compared with the orthodox Hilbert space interpretation of quantum mechanics which allows

even non-differentiable wave functions whose time development is given by a unitary evolution group. This

point was first mentioned by Wan and Sumner [Wan and Sumner 1988].

As an illustration consider a measurement at time t = 0, on a given wave function <f>(x, 0), of the local

position observable Xj, which is the characteristic function for the interval J [Jauch 1968, p.39, p.202, §5.2

see also (3.22) below]. The state immediately after this measurement is, by the projection postulate, propor¬

tional to Xjtp. Now Xj4> is discontinuous and its evolution is not derivable from the Schrodinger equation

but is derivable from a unitary evolution group. The quantum potential interpretation is not applicable to an

initial wave function Xj<f>.

A second limitation concerns the expression in the quantum potential interpretation corresponding to

a quantum observable. Recall that if /(x, p) is a classical function then the expression /(x, ir( x)) is taken

to correspond to a quantum observable / such that the quantum expectation value of f is assumed to be

<>H /(x,7r(x))p(x) dx, (2.67)

(for simplicity it is assumed that the particle under consideration is moving in one-dimensional motion along

the real line 1R). This assumption has already been shown to be invalid. There are two further points to be

made here. First, there is no unique correspondence between quantum observables / and classical functions



f(x, p). Secondly, there are quantum observables like the parity operator that have no classical analogue.

So there are acceptable quantum observables that have no expression in the quantum potential interpretation.

A final problem concerns the assumption that 7r( i) is the momentum of the particle. This assump¬

tion is made by comparison with a classical theory as mentioned above. There is no attempt to provide a

physical meaning for the values 7r( x) within quantum mechanics. That is these values are apparently not

obtainable from any quantum expectation values. Thus the quantum potential interpretation seeks to provide

an interpretation of quantum mechanics in terms of quantities that have no quantum mechanical meaning.

The mathematical analysis of Chapter 3 will provide an explanation of the inconsistencies of §§2.1-3

and a new interpretation, motivated by the quantum potential interpretation, will be given there that does

not suffer from the limitations pointed out in this section.
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CHAPTER 3

THE SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION
OF OBSERVABLE VALUES



§3.1 THE SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF OBSERVABLE VALUES

In this section it will be assumed that discussion concerns a particle of mass m in one-dimensional

motion along the real line R. The Hilbert space of wave functions is H = L2 (R). Generalisations will be

given in §3.2.

For this special case a summary of the relevant points of interest from Chapter 2 is:

(i) If <j) is a solution of the Schrodinger equation and is written <j> = R exp [(i/h) S] then the quantum

potential interpretation of quantum mechanics will associate with the particle a precise position value

x and a precise momentum value 7i^( x) at x given by

(ii) The supposed rule for expectation values breaks down. That is, if g(p) is an arbitrary self-adjoint

function of p [PrugoveCki 1971, Ch.IV, §2.5] then

(iii) No quantum mechanical meaning is given to the local values 7^( x).

An obvious problem to consider is whether, given any self-adjoint operator AmH and a normalised

wave function $ in the domain T>{A) of A, there is a real-valued function /(A, <f>; x) defined on the con¬

figuration space R (the notation indicates the possible dependence of / on A and <j>) such that

If such a function / exists a second problem is to see if it provides an explanation for the failure in gen¬

eral of the rule for expectation values given in (3.2). Finally, is there a quantum mechanical meaning for

7r^(i) = dS/dx; (3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

f(A, <{>', x)?
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The existence of an f(A, <p; x) is rather trivial. In the coordinate representation the quantum expecta¬

tion value is already in the form of a spatial integral, that is

(A) = {t\A<l>) = [ P(x)A<j>(x)dx, (3.4)Jtr

however, the integrand <f>*(x) A<j>(x) may be complex-valued. Nevertheless, since A is self-adjoint

(A) = (l/2)[(<f,\A<fi) + {At\<fi)] (3.5)

so

(A) = f f(A,4>;x)dx (3.6)Jtr

where

f(A, <j>; x) = (1/2) [4>\x)A<t>(x) + (A4>y(x)<t>(x)] (3.7)

is real-valued. For the case of the momentum operator p = —ih( d/dx) (3.7) becomes

f(p,<t>-,x) = 7r^(x)|^(i)|2. (3.8)

Before analysing the properties of f(A, <f>; x) note that from (3.5)

(^1) = (1/2) [(M) + (AflAt) + {ftA*) + (AM) ~ (m ~ (M\A<t>j\

so

(A) = (1 /2) Km + (M\Act>) - <( I - A) <f>\(I - A) <f>)]. (3.9)

To find an interpretation for f(A, <f>\ x) within quantum mechanics first consider the simplest kind of

observables, namely the projectors P representing the system of propositions [von Neumann 1955, Ch. 3,

§5]. In this case (3.6) and (3.9) give

f(P,4',x) = (1/2) [\M)\2 + a2|r)(x)|2 ~/3V(x)|2' (3.10)

where a = ||P<£||, /3 = ll-P^II with P1 being the orthogonal complement of P on H, rj = a-1 P<fi and

7]x = /3_1 Px4>. Equation (3.10) may be generalised to an arbitrary observable A by expanding A<j> in terms
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of the spectral function of A [Prugoveiki 1971, Ch. Ill, §6], that is

A4>= [\dxE(A;\)<t>, (3.11)
J (J

to obtain from (3.7)

f(A,<P;x)= [\dxf(E(AiX),*;x), (3.12)J a

where a is the spectrum of A and the integrals are analogous to Stieltjes integrals [Naimark 1968, §12.2],

Since for each value of X, E( A; X) is a projector, by analogy with (3.10)

f{EUU X) x) = (1 /2) [|*(i) |2 + ax2 M ®) |2 - A2 |r/xX(x) |2 (3.13)

in an obvious notation.

If A has a purely discrete spectrum {Xn} then the integral of (3.11) may be written as the sum

/(A<M) = J>n/(Pn,0; ®) (3.14)
n

where Pn is the projector onto the eigensubspace of the eigenvalue X„.

These equations suggest the following interpretation.

If 4> in H is normalised then with each projector P it is possible to associate the real-valued function

/(P, <t>\ x) of (3.7) in such a way that (3.6) is satisfied. Put

f(P,4>lJ) = J fiP.fcx) dx (3.15)

where J is an arbitrary interval in the configuration space. Let {J; } be a partition of IR, then

<*|p*)-£/(P.*4) (316)
j

which suggests that /(P, <f>\ Jj) may be interpreted as the value of P in the interval J; . In other words

given the state <£, there is a real value /(P, <f>\ Jj) assigned to P for any interval Jj such that the quantum
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expectation value of P in this state is the sum of these local values. It follows that f{P,4>\x) may be

interpreted as the density function for the spatial distribution of observable values of P in the state 0.

The above analysis may be repeated for an arbitrary observable A provided that, in the case when A is

an unbounded operator, <j> eV(A).

A new function /o( A, <£; x) may be defined in terms of f(A, x) by

From (3.16) it is seen that the expectation value of A is then the average over 1R of the values fo{A, <£; x)

with the probability density \4>( x) |2. These values are analogous to the local values of the quantum potential

interpretation, indeed for the momentum observable

Equation (3.14) clearly indicates that f(A, <f>;x) is a sum of all the eigenvalues \n of A weighted by

the local values f(Pn, 4>\ x) of the projectors Pn. It is obvious that for the self-adjoint function g(A) of A

f(A, <f>; x) = f0(A,<t>\x)\<t>(x)\2. (3.17)

fo(p,4>;x) = tt^(x). (3.18)

/(ffM),*;x) = 5>(X»)/(PB,*;x)
n

(3.19)

Similarly from (3.12) if A has a continuous spectrum then

(3.20)

Similar results hold for the values f0 (A, cf>\ x).

There is an important point to make about the interpretation given so far for /(A, <j>\ x). The quantum

expectation value is given in (3.3) as the Lebesgue integral of / over the configuration space 1R, similarly
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f(A,<t>; J) in (3.15) is the Lebesgue integral of / over the interval J. This means that / is a density function

in its mathematical sense. If two functions agree for all i except possibly on a set of Lebesgue measure zero

then their Lebesgue integrals are equal and the functions are said to be equal almost everywhere. Two

density functions that are equal almost everywhere are equally valid since it is the integral expressions that

have a physical meaning. So, since any {i0 } is a set of Lebesgue measure zero it follows that the value of /

at xo, f(A, 4>\ xo) need not even be defined yet the above interpretation will still be valid. Exactly the same

problem affects the interpretation of |2 as a probability density function. This point should always be

bome in mind when discussing f(A, <f>\x) as a value at a point, it only has a meaning as a value over an

infinitesimal interval Ax at x, that is f(A, <f>; dx).

There is one major difference between f(A, <f>; x) and a probability density function, that is that / may

have negative values, for it is a density of values, like the charge density in classical electrostatics, whereas

a probability density function must be positive definite.

The final problem is to give /(A, <f>\ x) a quantum mechanical meaning. So far a physical interpretation

has been given for f(A, <p\ J) and hence f(A, 4>\ x) which lies outwith the confines of orthodox quantum

mechanics and which provides no mechanism for obtaining these values by a quantum measurement. For¬

tunately (3.10) solves this problem since

f(P, 0; J) = (1/2) [(<j>\Xj<t>) + a2 (tjIXjt,) - 01 (r,x| (3.21)

where Xj is the characteristic function of the interval J, that is

Xj(x) = 1 if x G J
(3.22)

Xj(x) = 0 if x ^ J.

Xj is a projector identifiable with the spectral projector E(x; J) of the position operator x for the interval

J. In other words Xj corresponds to the proposition that the particle is situated in the interval J, or in

Mackey's terminology [Mackey 1963, §2.2] to the question "Is the measured result of the particle's position

contained in J?". Within the context of recent research on local observables [Wan and Jackson 1984, Wan,



Jackson and McKenna 1984, Wan 1988] Xj is clearly a local observable and will be called a local position

observable. Equation (3.21) shows that the value of P in J is obtainable from the expectation values of the

local observable Xj in the states <fi, t/ and t]1. Physically these expectation values are obtained by measuring

the observable Xj locally. Similarly the value of A in the interval J, f(A, <£; J) is

^ f(A, 4>\ x) dx = ^(l/2)AIl [<0|Xj4>) + oin2 (rjn|X/Tj„> - /?n2 (rjnx|Xjr^) (3.23)

which is also a linear combination of expectation values of the local observable Xj. If A has a continuous

spectrum then

f(A, <f>; x) dx = J (1/2) A dx [<0|X^0> + ax2 (tjaIX/tja) - /3\2 (77x-L|XJ7]>x)j. (3.24)

Equations (3.19) and (3.20) provide an explanation of the problems encountered in §2.2 which arise

when considering expectation values in the quantum potential interpretation. In particular, since 7i^(x) is

not a precise value but a weighted average the supposition that (3.2) should describe the expectation value

of g(p) is incorrect, indeed the error in making this assumption is exactly that which gives the correction

terms needed in §2.2.

A second advantage of the interpretation given here is that it does not suffer from the problems dicussed

in §2.3 relating to the consistency of the quantum potential interpretation of particle trajectories in regions

where the wave function goes to zero. It is seen from (3.17) that f(A, <f>\ x) itself goes to zero in such

regions, so the contribution of the values of A in these regions to the expectation value of A is nil.

Further advantages of the present interpretation will become apparent from the following sections.
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§3.2 EXTENSION TO HIGHER DIMENSIONS AND MANY PARTICLE SYSTEMS

In this section the interpretation of the density function for the spatial distribution of observable values

introduced in the last section will be extended to cover particles which are no longer restricted to one-

dimensional motion along the real line 1R. Also many particle systems will be considered.

First consider a single particle whose configuration space is M. This may still be one-dimensional, for

instance M ~ Sl for a particle moving around the circumference of a circle, however, normally M will be

n-dimensional. As in §2.2 there may be a number of choices for a coordinate system on M and the same

conventions will apply, namely that dx is a volume element in a suitable coordinate system (x). The Hilbert

space of wave functions is now H = L2(M). For an observable A 'mK and a normalised <j> £U(A) the

quantum expectation value of A is given by

(A)= [ f(A,<f>;x) dx (3.25)
JM

where

f(A, x) = (1/2) [<J>*(x)A<t>(x) + (v4^)*(x)<£(x)]. (3.26)

If the configuration space is partitioned into the set {J)} of n-dimensional intervals then

(A) = J2f(A,<t>;Jj) (3.27)
j

where

f(A,<f>\ Jj) = f f(A,<p;x)dx. (3.28)A

Equations (3.25) to (3.28) are seen to be the analogues of (3.6), (3.7), (3.15) and (3.16) and the same inter¬

pretation as in §3.1 may be given here, that is f(A, <f>\ may be interpreted as the value of A in the interval

Jj when the state is <f> and f(A,<f>; x) is the density function for the spatial distribution of observable values

of A in the state <f>. If E( A; X) is the spectral function of A then (3.12) and (3.13) may be generalised to

give

f(A,4>\x)= f \&\f(E(A\ X),<£;x) (3.29)J a
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where as before a is the spectrum of A and

f(E{A; A),0; x) = (1/2) [\<f>(x)\2 + ax2|r/x(x)|2 - Pi2\mX{*)\2] (3.30)

with similar expressions if A has a discrete spectrum.

An important feature of the interpretation given here is that although the quantum expectation value

{A) is independent of the choice of the coordinate system for M this is not the case for the density functions.

To see this note that if M = 1R3 two possible coordinate systems could be Cartesian coordinates (x,y,z)

or spherical polar coordinates (r, 9, ip) (3.25) becomes for these two cases

(A) = f f f f{A, <j>; x, y, z) dzdj/dz (3.31)
J —oo J —oo J —oo

and

r2"K r*K rOO

(A) = / / / f(A,<j>;r, 9,<p)r1 sin ddrdddip (3.32)Jo Jo Jo

showing clearly the distinction between f(A, <f>; x, y, z) and f{A,4>\ r, 9, ip). However, the functions / and

/ are related by the change of variable theorem for integrals [Spiegel 1974, Ch. 9], thus

f(A,<f>;r,6,tp) = f(A,<f>;r sin 0cos p.rsin 0sin p,rcos 6). (3.33)

Consider now a system of two particles. Let Mi and M2 be the configuration spaces for particles 1 and

2 respectively, then the Hilbert space of wave functions is the tensor product space H = L2{M\) ®L2 {Mi).

For a general observable A in H and a normalised <f> eT>{ A) the quantum expectation value of A is

W-! jJM, J A
f(A,<j>;x,y) dxdy (3.34)

JUi

where

f(A,<f>;x, y) = (l/2)[^*(x,y)A^(x,y) + {A<f>Y{x, y)] (3.35)

and (x) is a coordinate system in M\ with a volume element dx, (y) is a coordinate system in M2 with a

volume element dy. Now if {/,•} is a partition of Mi and {J;} is a partition of M2 then
= (3.36)

«' J

where
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f(A,<f>; Ii,Jj) = f [ f(A,<f>;x, y)dxdyJuJjj
(3.37)

The form of equations (3.36) and (3.37) is now familiar and they may be given the usual interpretation

with, in particular, f(A, <f>; J-) being the value of A in the interval /, x J} when the state is <J> and

/(A, <£; x, y) being the density function for the observable values of A in the state <f>.

The extension from the 2-particle to the n-particle case provides no difficulty and only the result need

be quoted. If M,- is the configuration space of the »th particle and this has a coordinate system (x,) then the

density function for the observable values of A in the state <p is

f(A,<f>;x i,...,xn) = (l/2)[^*(xi xn)A<f>(x i,...,xn) + (A<f>y(xu...,xn)<f>(xi xn)].

The 2-particle case will be sufficient to furnish the examples required to discuss the interpretation of the

density function /.

A specialisation of the general theory is given by an observable of the tensor product form A ® B

[Weidmann 1980, §8.5] where A is an observable on L2{M\) and B is an observable on L2(Mj). In this

case (3.34) and (3.35) become for <& normalised in V{A ® B)

/(A®S,0;x,y) = (1/2) [0*(x,y)A ® Bd>(x,y) + (A® BO)*(x,y)d>(x,y)]. (3.40)

There is a subspace of functions in V(A ® B) = P(A) ®V{B) of the form where <f> EV(A) and

E T>(B), for these special states

{A ® B) = (<f> <S> V|(A <8> B)4>®ip)

= WA4>) (rp\Bip)

(3.38)

(3.39)

where
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J M i JUz
r r f(A,4>;\)f(B,ip;y) dydx (3.41)

where

f(A, 4>; x) = (1/2) [<f,*(x)A<p(x) + (A<t>y(x)<Kx)}. (3.42)

and

/(S,V;y) = (i/2)[v*(y)SV(y) + (BVO*(y)V>(y)]- (3.43)

At first sight this appears alarming, for it would appear that in this case there are two equally valid

density functions, either /(A ® B, O; x, y) from (3.40), or the product

arising from (3.41), however, careful consideration shows that there is ready no problem.

As has already been pointed out there is no such thing as a unique density function, so the existence of

two candidate functions causes no problem, what is more problematic is how to choose which is the more

natural and to show that there is a consistent interpretation. The claim is that (3.40) is the consistent choice.

This is because (3.40) is defined for any observable on H and any state in the domain of that observable.

In other words the density function (3.40) will apply to any observable in H whether of the tensor product

form or not, whereas the product density function (3.44) is only applicable to a limited class of observables

and for only a restricted choice of states in their domains.

The effect of this choice is shown by the following example where, instead of two particles, the two

observables px and p„, representing momentum measurements in the x and y directions on a single particle,

will be considered.

f(A,fcx)f{A,1>; y) = (1/4) [0*(x)A0(x) + (^)*(x)*(x)]

x [v*(y)BV(y) + W)*(y)V>(y)] (3-44)

Example

Consider the Schrodinger equation

(3.45)
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applicable to a particle of mass m moving in the xy-plane. Assume that (3.45) is separable, so that a solution

<t> may be written as

®(z,!/) =<£(z)^(y) =R(x)exp [(i/ft)S(x)] fl'(y) exp [(t/ft)S'(y)]

= R( x) K (y) exp [ (i/ft) (5( x) + S'( y) ) ]. (3 .46)

Choosing the density function (3.40) amounts to choosing

f(Pxi>v,<&',x,y) = (1 /2)[<&'pxpv® + (PjPv®)*^] |(I1))

= (-ft2/2) [<5*Vj-VyO + (VjVj,<&)*<&] |(iy)

.fa*"* em!** (3.47)
ax ay ax ay

whereas choice of the product density (3.44) amounts to choosing

/(Px,<fr;*)/(ft,*;v) = 0/4) [o*pso + (p,o )*<&] [<b*pvo + (p,*)*o]|(„)
= (-ft2/4) + (Vx«6)*®] [<D*Vyd> + (V,<fr)*<&] |(iy)

9 .9 dS1 dS"
= R2R2 — — (3.48)

dx dy

/(p2,^;x) = i?2 -n2R^4 (3.49)

Recall that with <f> = R exp [(i/ft) 5]
'■ A- -r-\ - n2 ( _

vdx y dx2

which is not the same as

|<Kz)|2(TT,(X))2 = R2 . (3.50)

Comparing (3.47) with (3.49) and (3.48) with (3. 50) shows that the density function (3.47) is of the expected

form for an expression of second order in momentum, whereas the product density (3.48) is likely to suffer

from the same problems that affect the quantum potential interpretation of observables that are functions of

momentum.

In conclusion it should be pointed out that even if <3? e D(A ® B) is not of the form <f> ® ip with

<f> E~D( A), ip eV(B) it is possible to choose orthonormal bases {</>,•} forP(A) and for P(B) and
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express <I> as the linear combination

* = (3.51)
ij

giving

(4>|i4 ® SO) = (0,. ® V;|(^ ® S)<£k ® ifo)

= Y, (h\Mk) (+ABih) (3.52)

and a similar problem to the simpler case, however, the same resolution will apply to this example.
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§3.3 DYNAMICS OF THE SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF OBSERVABLE VALUES

The similarity between the density function for the spatial distribution of observable values of the

momentum /(p, <{>; x) and the momentum values 7r^(x) of the quantum potential interpretation was shown

in §3.1. As was seen in §2.1 there is a dynamical equation

A^x) = -V[V+[/] (3.53)

for 7ty(x) (for simplicity it will be assumed that discussion concerns a particle of mass m whose configu¬

ration space M carries a coordinate system (x) with a volume element dx). The next problem is to derive

an analogous equation for /(p, <f>; x) and to see if it is possible to generalise this in such a way that the

limitations of the quantum potential interpretation will not apply to the interpretation of the density function

f{A,fo,x) for arbitrary A.

The starting point will be the expression

(A)= f f(A, fox) dx (3.54)Jm

with <f> e T>(A) and

f{A,fo,x) = (1/2)[foA<t>+(A<t>Y<t>}. (3.55)

Let {Jj} be a partition of M then

(A) = ^2f(A,foJj) (3.56)
j

where

f(A, fo, Jj) = [ f(A,fox) dx. (3.57)Jjj

The dynamical equation for f(A, fo, x) will be derived by considering the local values f(A, fo, Jj). The

reason for this is that, as mentioned in §3.1, /(A, fo x) being a density is only defined almost everywhere,

whereas /(A, cf>; Jj) is a well-defined quantity. For a comparison with the quantum potential interpretation

consider the differential form of the evolution equation. Equation (3.57) may be differentiated under the
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integral sign [Spiegel 1974, Ch. 8]
d

dt
f(A, 0; x) dx■wU,

= f dif(A,<t>',-

=

2 Jj. + 0*^-0 + 0*A{^<t>)
+ (auy<I>+ y<f>+ iA<t>ybA

; x) dx

M0+ (i40)*0

so

^ [(^)*^ + ^M(^0) + (^0)*0+ (AiYti

Since this equation is valid for any interval Jj it gives

dx

d ,\*

r(dA j.

Now for 0 g P( H) the time development of 0 is derivable from the Schrodinger equation

10=^0dV ihv

and its conjugate equation

3
*• - "*•ai# ""'

this gives

~^f(A, 0;x) = ^-[(i70)*>10 - 4>*AH<j> + (AH(f>)*(f) — (A<j>)*H<f>\2h

(3.58)

(3.59)

(3.60)

(3.61)

(3.62)
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There are two comments to be made here. First, since (3.62) is an equation for the density f(A, fax)

it is only defined almost everywhere; the physical significance is contained in (3.58) the dynamical equation

for the local values f(A, fa, J}). Secondly, putting J;- = M in (3.61) gives

ft {A) = ^H<t>^ ~ WAH<t>) + (AHfa fa - (AfaHfa] +

or

ih±{A) = ([A,H]) + ih(j£\ (3.63)

and this is seen to be the usual equation of motion for (A) [Merzbacher 1970, Ch.8, §7].

This second comment points out a subtle aspect of the interpretation given for the spatial distribution of

observable values. As was emphasised in §3.1 the objects of interest are the local values f(A, 4>\ Jfa. This

is in accordance with the research on local observables in quantum mechanics [Wan and Jackson 1984; Wan

and Timson 1988; Wan 1988] which has been motivated by the physical limitations of the measurement

process. A naive approach would be to say that in the light of (3.63) the equation of motion for f(A, fa x)

should be

ft^f(A,fax) = f([A,H],fax) + ihf , (3.64)

whereas consideration of the physical principles involved shows that (3.62) is the "correct" choice.

For the particular case of the momentum observable p (3.62) becomes

fai>H<l> + (pHfa't - (pfa'Ht] (3.65)

since dp/dt = 0. So taking H = (—h2 /2 m) V2 + V where V is a velocity independent potential and using

p = —t'fiV equation (3.65) may be rewritten as

d
tr- A ^ 1—/(p,^;x) = -

k2 t,2'n -72 JL.VTJL \r J.-T7J. ^ J*T73 JLvlfa"v<t> + vfaV4> + —~fav34> - faW4>2m 2m

h2 f —Ti2
+ ^V3O-V(70)V+ (yf) f 2^") V20+ (^7fa) V<f>
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-r

2m ((V2 </>*) v<t> + (V2 0) V0* - <t>*'V3 <fi - </>V3 0*) - 2 (VV)4>'ct>

or

—f(p,<t>\x) = Re
at

-ft2
2m v((V0*)V0- 0*V24>) - (W)W- (3.66)

To compare this with (3.53) put 4> = Eexp [(j/ft)S] and use

V<t> = Vi?e(,'/R)S + (i/ft) V5e(,'/ft)s

V4>* = - (i/ft) V5e-(,'/ws (3.67)

V2<£ = -(l/ft2)(VS)2i?e(,'/A)5+ (i/ft)V2S'i?e(,'/A)s+ 2(lyft)V5Vi?e(,'/'i)s+ V2ite(i/ft)s

to get

£/(p,*;x) = Re -^-Vat 2 m
(VE)2 + -yE2(VS)2 - ^E2V2Sft ft

— 2^-RVSVR — EV2Eh
E2W

-ft2.
2m

(VE)2 -EV2E+ 4"E2(VS)2ft
-e2w

-ft2
2m [2VEV2E— VEV2E-EV3E] -(l/m)V[E2(V5)2] -E2W

so

-/(p,<£;x) = -E2V[V+[f] -(l/m)V[E2(VS)2] (3.68)

where

[/ =
ft2 V2E
2m E

(3.69)

Noting that /(p, 0; x) = E2/n^(x) it is easily verified that (3.68) is the analogue of (3.53).

As has already been noted (3.62) is the equation of motion for /(A, <f>; x) if the time development of <+>

is given by the Schrodinger equation, which requires that <t> be twice-differentiable. The conventional Hilbert
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space formulation of quantum mechanics permits wave functions which may even be non-differentiable

with their time development given by a unitary evolution group. Are such states permissible in the present

interpretation?

Suppose that at time t = 0 there is a wave function <f>0 £ V(A) whose time development is given by

the unitary evolution group Ut, that is the wave function at time t is [PrugoveCki 1971, Ch. IV, §3.2]

<fH = Uth- (3-70)

Now the local values of A at any time t > 0 are simply f(A, <frt\ Jj) provided that 4>t remains in V(A).

Equation (3.59) remains valid for <f>t whilst (3.62) fails if <f>o 0 V(H). To contrast this situation with the

quantum potential interpretation consider the simple case of free evolution with

U? = exp[—(i/h)H°t], H° = p2/2m. (3.71)

for an initial wave function <j>o € £>(p) which is once-differentiable but not twice-differentiable the initial

local momentum values given by /(p, <f>o; Jj) are well-defined and so is /(p, 4>o; x) almost everywhere.

Whereas the quantum potential interpretation cannot now be applied to obtain the local momentum values

at any later time, the interpretation given here encounters no such difficulties. Thus, for t > 0

cf>t = U® <f>o (3.72)

and the local momentum values /(p, <f>t; Jj) remain well-defined as does the density funcion /(p, </>t; x)

almost everywhere.

The foregoing remarks have shown that unlike the quantum potential interpretation the interpretation

given for the density function of the spatial distribution of observable values is not limited to wave functions

whose time development is given by the Schrodinger equation.
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CHAPTER 4

EXAMPLES: STATIONARY AND
NON-STATIONARY STATES



§4.1 STATIONARY AND NON-STATIONARY STATES

In this chapter a number of examples are given to compare the quantum potential interpretation with the

interpretation of the spatial distribution of observable values given in Chapter 3. Unless otherwise stated it is

assumed in this chapter that discussion concerns a quantum particle of mass M in one-dimensional motion.

Consider first the case where the particle's wave function is the stationary state

®n(x,t) = Mx)e-(i/f>)B*t. (4.1)

Here 4>n is the wave function at time t = 0, given as a solution to the time independent Schrddinger equation

and ®n is the wave function at time t > 0. Putting

K = (4.2)

gives

<&.(*, t) = (4.3)

The quantum potential interpretation applied to this example assumes that the particle has a momentum

value 7rn given by

irn(i,t) = V(Sn(x)-Ent) = VSn(x). (4.4)

Note that the value of rrn is independent of time. By assuming that

QT

*n(X,t) = M—=• (4.5)
dt

where xn is the position of the particle, (4.4) may be written as

M^ = VSn(x) (4.6)dt

and this is a first order, ordinary differential equation which, according to the quantum potential interpreta¬

tion, may be solved to give the trajectories of the particle.

The interpretation of the spatial distribution of observable values applied to this example asserts that

the density function for the spatial distribution of observable values of momentum is given by

f(p, <Dn; x,t) = ( 1/2) fap&n + (pOn)*<Dn)
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= Rn2(x)V(Sn(x) — Ent)

= fl,2(l)VSn(l) (4.7)

which again is independent of time. A crucial difference between the two interpretations now manifests

itself. Equation (4.7) is not a differential equation which may be solved to give the local position values

of the particle. However, there is the density function for the spatial distribution of observable values of

position which is given by

and this is again independent of time.

The difference between the two interpretations highlighted above will be discussed further in Chapter

7.

Consider next the case where the particle's wave function is the particular non-stationary state <f> given

as the superposition

where a and /3 are chosen so that a2 + 01 = 1. Putting <t> = R exp ((i/h) S) and using (4.3) gives that

/(£,<&.; x,t) = (1/2) (o;**. + (x<J>n)X)
= R2(x)x (4.8)

O = a<hn + /3<Dm (4.9)

Re^s =

(4.10)

Put

X = [S» - Sm - (En - Em)t\/h (4.11)

to get

(4.12)
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Separating the real and imaginary parts of (4.12) gives

Rcos({S/K) - (1/2 ft) [Sn + Sm-(En+Em)t]S)=(aRn + /3Rm) cos (A/2) (4.13)

and

#sin((S/ft) -(l/2ft)[S»+ Sm-(En+ Em)t]) = (aRn — /3Rm) sin(A/2). (4.14)

Dividing (4.14) by (4.13) gives

tan ((S/h)-(l/2h)[Sn + Sm ~(En + Em)t]) = "^ + ^lan(V2) (4.15)

so, taking principal parts

S = 7i tan 1
_ + fiRm

tan (A/2) + (l/2)[S. + Sm-(£^ + JSm)t]. (4.16)

Applying the quantum potential interpretation to this example gives the particle an assumed momentum

value

ir= VS

l+2Ru4k tan2(A/2)
CtRn- fiRm
aRn + f3Rm

tan(A/2) + (1/2) (VSn + V5m). (4.17)

Now

aRy. ~ PRm
_aRn + PRn

tan (A/2)
qfln - PRm
aRn + PRm (1/2) sec2 (A/2) VA

, (aRn + l3Rm)(aVRn-pVRm)-(ciRn-PRm)(aVRn+l3'VRm)+ m( V2)

(aRn + 0Rm)2 [2h (a2Rj- p2Rn2){VSn - VSm) sec2(A/2)

+ 2a/J(i?mVfln - RnVRm) tan(A/2) (4.18)

So, from (4.17)

7T =

(aRn + PRm) + (.aRn - pRm)2 tan2(A/2)
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2ft
Rn — PlRn2)(VSn - VSm) sec (A/2)

+ 2 aftRnVR* - RnVRm) tan (A/2) + 2~(V5n + V^m). (4.19)

Note that

(aRn + pRm)2 + (aRn — 0Rm)2 tan2(A/2)

cos2(A/2)
(aRn + pRm.)2 cos2(A/2) + (aRn-PRm) sin2(A/2)

cos2(A/2)
(a2i?n2 + P2Rm2){cos2(A/2) + sin2(A/2)) + 2a/3flni?Tn(cos2(A/2) - sin2(A/2))

cos2(A/2)
a2i?„2 + £2i?m2 + 2aPRnRm cos A

(4 .20)

and so, from (4.19)

IT =
ftcos2(A/2)

orRn + P2Rm2 + 2apRnRmcos, A

1
(a2Rn2 ~p2Rm2)(VSn-VSm) sec2(A/2)2ft

+ 2aph(RmVRn - RnVRm) tan(A/2) + ^-(V5„ + V5m)

(l/2)(a2J^2 - P2Rm2)(VSn - Vgm) + aph(RmVRn - RnVRm) sin A
at2Rn2 + P2Rm2 + 2a@RnRm cos A

+ ^"(VSn + V5m). (4.21)

The trajectory of the particle in this case is found by assuming that 7r = Mdx/dt, that is the trajectory

is given by the solution of the differential equation

di
_ (l/2)(a2Rn2 -p2Rm2)(VSn-VSm) + aph(RmVRn-RnVRm) sin A

dt a2 Rn2 + p2 RJ + 2 aPRn R^ cos A

+ ^(VSn + VSm). (4.22)
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In the following sections a number of examples will be given for which the equation (4.22) has an exact

solution so that the trajectories may be determined.

The interpretation of the spatial distribution of observable values applied to this case gives the density

function for the spatial distribution of observable values of momentum as

f(p,<t>\x,t) = (l/2)[0*pd» + (pO)*<&]

= R2VS. (4.23)

Note that from (4.12)

R2 = (aRne~i(x'2) + pRmei(X'2)) (ai?„e<(X/2) + PRme~i^2)^j
= a2 R. 2 + J32 Rm2 + apRnRm (e~iX + eiX)

= a2 Rn2 + p2 Rm2 + lafiRnRin cos \ (4.24)

and so

/(p,<&; x,t) = (l/2)(a2Rn2 - p2Rn2)(VSn - VSm) + aph(RmVRn - RnVRm) sin A

+ j(a2Rn2 + p2Rm2 + 2aPRnRm cos X)(VSn+ VSm). (4.25)

Clearly in many practical cases it is far easier to obtain 7r from this density function than directly from the

expression for V£ derived above. Whilst (4.25) is not a differential equation that may be solved to give a

trajectory for the particle the analysis of §3.3 shows that the density function /(p, <E>; x, t) has a known time

development. The particle has a spatial distribution of observable values of position whose density function

is given by

/(£,<&; x,t) = R2x

= [a2Rn2 + p2Rm2+ 2aPRnRmcos\]x (4.26)

and this too has a known time development.
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§4.2 THE CASE OF REAL EIGENFUNCTIONS

If the eigenfunction solutions to the time independent Schrodinger equation used in the analysis of §4.1

are real then the phase functions Sn may be taken to be zero and so from (4.2)

4>» = Rn- (4.27)

Substituting (4.27) in the expression (4.11) for X gives that in this case

\ = -( En ~ Em\t = ut (4.28)

where

u = _En Em (4 29)

Thus (4.22) may be written as

Mdx _ OlPh (iimVfln - RnVRm) Sin Ut
df a2 Rn2 + P2 Rm2 + 2 aPRnRm COS Ult

or

M(a2 Rn2 + p2Rm2 + 2 aPRnRm cos ut) di - a/3fi(i?mV.Rn — Rn^Rm) sin ut dt = 0. (4.30)

Compare (4.30) with the expression

df(x,t) = ^dx+^dt = 0 (4.31)

valid for a function /(i, f) whose total derivative is zero. If it is possible to find such a function / then the

solutions to (4.30) are given by

f(x,t) = C (4.32)

where C is an arbitrary constant. This method works if the condition

1 (dJ.\ = JL(?L
dt \dx J dx v dt

(4.33)

is satisfied.
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Put

dx

and

f£= + pRj-+ 2c<PRnRmcosut) (4.34)

^ = -aPh(RmVRn-RnVRm) sinwt (4.35)
and note that

~ -2A/a^iinHmwsin ut

= 2Ma^RnRmEn~Em sin wt from (4.29) (4.36)
h

also

it (fQ = -a^R^lR- - sin ut. (4.37)

Now 4>n - Rn satisfies the time independent Schrodinger equation and so

h2 2

~2MV Rn + VR-zz EnRn
or

V^ = 2M^V E^ ^ (4.38)

with a similar expression for V2/^. Thus

, , 2 M(V-En) 2 M(V-Em)RmV2Rn - Rn^Rm = Rm ^ ~R» ~ *» ^2 ~R™

2 Kf
-r(Em-En)RmRn (4.39)

and so using (4.36), (4.37) and (4.39)

k (I) - - E-) **"«■■= | (|) o-4»)

and the condition (4.33) is satisfied.
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There is one important point to be made about this comparison. The time dependence of both the trajectory

equation (4.46) and the density function (4.47) is given by an oscillatory term with frequency ui. Note

that from (4.29) the expression for u> is, for the specific example of s-state hydrogen atomic eigenfunctions

(which are real) the frequency of light that would be emitted on a jump from the En to Em energy levels.
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§4.3 A PARTICLE MOVING ON THE CIRCUMFERENCE OF A CIRCLE

In this section a specific example, namely a particle moving on the circumference of a circle, will be

given as a demonstration of the theory of §4.1 applied to a system having complex stationary state solutions.

In this example the solutions to the time-independent Schrodinger equation are

<&»(M) = (2TT)-1/2e(»'/«('A«-B.t) (4.48)

where n is an integer, 9 is the polar coordinate and En is the energy of the n-th state given by

= <449>

where a is the radius of the circle. Comparing (4.48) with (4.2) shows that

iE-(M) = (2ir)-I/2 (4.50)

Sn(0,t) = rh9-Ent (4.51)

and so the expression corresponding to (4.16) in this example is

a — p
S = h tan 1

where from (4.11)

,a + P
tan (A/2) + ( 1/2) [(n+ m)h9 — (En + Em)t\ (4.52)

A = (n-m)6-(En- Em)t/h. (4.53)

Note that in this example V = (1 /a) (3/30) so (4.21) gives that the assumed momentum of the particle in

the quantum potential interpretation is

tt = V5

( 1/2 a) (a2 — P2)(n— m)h 1,
= -z —z — + — (n+ m)na2 + P2 + 2 a/3 cos A 2 a

(4.54)h_
2a

(a2 — p2)(n— m)
+ n+ T7i

1 + 2 ct(3 cos A

where use has been made of the fact that a2 + ft2 = 1.
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The trajectory of the particle in this example is found by assuming that 7r = Ma dO/dt and solving the

equation

dO h
Ma— = —

dt 2 a

(a2 — /32)(ti — m)
+ 71+ 771

1 + 2 a/3 cos X

that is

2 Ma2( 1 + 2 a/9 COS X) dO — ft [(a2 — /32)(n— tti) + (n+ m)( 1 + 2 a/3 COS X)] d< = 0 . (4 .55)

This equation should be compared with the expression

df(0,t) = ^d0+^dt = 0 (4.56)

valid for a function /(0,f) whose total derivative is zero. Equation (4.55) is of the from (4.56) if it is

possible to find a solution to the pair of equations

= 2Ma2(l + 2a£cosX) (4.57)
oO

^ = —h [(a2 — /32) ( ti — T7i) + (ti+ 771) (1 + 2 a/9 cos X) 1. (4.58)ot

A necessary condition for this is that

1 (§l\ = <L (2L\
dt \ dO ) d9\dt) (4.59)

From (4.57) and the definition of X in (4.53)

d(df\_ a x^x
^ 1 r\ n 1 ~ —4 Ma a/3 sin X „

dt \d0 J H dt

= 4 Ma2a/3— - — sin X (4.60)

whilst from (4.58)

~(dA =dO \ dt)
d\

2a/3h(n+ m) sin

= 2a/3ft(7i2 — m2) sin X. (4.61)

Substituting the energy values from (4.49) into (4.60) gives that
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= |(f) (4.62)

and the condition (4.59) is satisfied.

Solving (4.57) gives

2„ 4 Ma2 a/3
f(9,t)=2Ma9+- fsinX + g(i) (4.63)

(71— m)

where g is an arbitrary function of t, whilst solving (4.58) gives

f(9,t) = —fr[(a2 — /32)(ti — 77i) + 7i+ T7i]t + ——(71+ m) sin X + h(9)
-&n

= —h\(a2 — /32)(7i — 771) + 71+ mlt + ———sin X + h{9) (4.64)
(71 — 771)

where h is an arbitrary function of 9. The two solutions (4.63) and (4.64) are made compatible by choosing

g(t) = —h[(a2 — /32)(ti — m) + 71+ m]t

h(9) = 2 Ma.2 9

and from (4.56) it is seen that the solution to the trajectory equation is

2Ma.29 — h\(a2 — /32)(71 — m) + 71+ m]t + 4Mq a/3 sin y = £
(n — rn)

2

(4.65)

or

9 — , [(a2 — /32)(ti — m) + 71+ mlf + sin X = C (4.66)2 ATa1' ** — ***71— m

where C is a constant determined by the initial conditions. Equation (4.66) gives 9 as an implicit function

of t. Note that if the initial condition is such that 9 = 0 when t = 0 then it is seen that C = 0 and using the

definitions (4.49) of the energy eigenvalues and (4.53) of X equation (4.66) may be rewritten as

9 -

2Ma2 ^a2 ~ ^ + n+

2 a/3 T (rt2 —m2}h
= 0. (4.67)

2 a/3 .

+ sin
71— m

, .n (n? — m2)h
2Mn2 t

If in particular a = /3 = 2 then (4.67) gives that
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h
, s l0 —

„ . , (n+ m)t h sin
2 Ma2 n — m (n"m)(0-dbr(Tl+m)*) = 0

or

where

z + sin 2 = 0

z = (n — m) (0 — 2Maz(n+ m)f

(4.68)

(4.69)

Equation (4.68) has the unique solution z = 0 and so in this case the trajectory equation has the explicit and

trivial form

2 Ma2 (n+ m)t. (4.70)

In passing it should be stated that although the assumption of an equal superposition that leads to (4.70)

is a special case the general expression (4.67) is still of a simple form. Thus in the present example not only

is the analytic solution to the trajectory equation of the quantum potential interpretation possible but the

trajectories themselves are of a simple form in contradiction to the asumption of Bohm [Bohm 1952 a,

p. 175] that the trajectories will "resemble Brownian motion more closely than the smooth track of a planet

moving around the sun".

For completeness, in this example the density function for the spatial distribution of position values is

obtained from (4.26) as

/(x.Otfl.t) =(l + 2a£cosX)a0. (4.71)

Note that as in the real case studied in §7.2 both the trajectory equation (4.66) and the density function (4.67)

depend on time in an oscillatory manner.
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CHAPTER 5

PHASE SPACE DISTRIBUTION
FUNCTIONS AND

QUANTISATION RULES



§5.1 INTRODUCTION

Throughout this chapter the following conventions in notation will be used. First, it is assumed that

discussion concerns a particle in one-dimensional motion along the real line R. That is the particle's position

coordinate x and its momentum coordinate p both take values between —oo and oo. Generalisations to

higher dimensions are mostly obvious and will provide no further insight than the simpler example chosen.

Secondly, where limits of integration are not explicitly given the integration is assumed to be carried out

over the entire range of the relevant coordinate.

In this introductory section the general theory of quantum phase space distribution functions will be

presented along with an explanation of their connection with quantisation rules. The motivation for the

search for quantum distribution functions is an attempt to find an expression for quantum expectation values

that is similar to the average of a classical observable under a probability distribution on phase space.

Recall that a classical observable is a function / defined on the phase space of pairs (x,p). If Pq is a

distribution function defined on the phase space then the average of / is

In 1932 Wigner introduced a function Wj, [Wigner 1932] defined on the phase space of a particle, whose

wave function <f> is a solution of the Schrodinger equation, by

(5.1)

(5.2)

Wj, has the following easily proved properties:

(i)/W*(z,p) dp = |<Ki)|2. (5.3)

(ii) f W<t,(x,p)dx = (l/27rfi)|/ 4>(x)e~^h)px dxf = |^(p)|2.

where ^(p) = (27rfi)-1^2 / <f>(x)e~<-^h)px dx is the wave function in the momentum representation.

(5.4)
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(iii) /f Wj,(x,p) dxdp = 1 (5.5)

Equations (5.3)-(5.5) show that Wj, is behaving like a phase space distribution function. That is (5.3)

and (5.4) show that has the correct marginal distributions, whilst (5.5) shows that is normalised.

However, there is one major difference between and a phase space distribution function, that is that Wj,

may be negative, for details see [Wigner 1979] or [Muckenheim 1986], If f(x, p) is a classical observable

then what is the quantum analogue of (5.1)? It turns out [Cohen 1966] that if f(x, p) is the quantum oper¬

ator obtained by quantising /(x, p) using the Weyl rule [McCoy 1932] for quantisation then the quantum

expectation value of / is given by

The Wigner function happens to be just one member of a class of similar distribution functions. Each such

distribution function has the same properties, namely they are all bilinear in the wave function 4> (and so are

state-dependent), they all have the correct marginal distributions and are normalised, as in (5.3)-(5.5). To

each distribution Pq(x, p) there is an associated quantisation rule giving an operator f(x,p), corresponding

to the classical observable f(x, p), such that

Finally, it can be shown [Wigner 1979] that none of these distribution functions is positive definite. The

general form of these distribution functions Pq(x,p) is given by [Cohen 1966]

where g is any function of the two variables 9, r which is such that the integrations in (5.8) may be carried

out irrespective of the order of integration and which is subject to the conditions

(5.6)

(5.7)

<?(0, T) = 1 = 3(9,0) (5.9)



and

9*{0,t) = g(-d,-T). (5.10)

The latter condition ensures that the operator f(x,p) of (5.7) is symmetric. These distribution functions

that are bilinear in the wave function have been studied extensively and have found wide application. For

further detatils see for instance [Hillery, O'Connell, Scully and Wigner 1984; Cohen 1986; Cohen 1987].

In Chapter 6 reference will be made to the distribution function PM first proposed by Margenau and Hill

[Margenau and Hill 1961] which is given by

The associated quantisation rule for PM is the symmetrisation rule. Note that both W+ given by (5.2) and

Pu above are special cases of the general expression Pq of (5.8) with g(0,r) = 1 in the former case and

g(0,r) = cos(0rfi/2) for the latter.

As has already been mentioned there are problems associated with the interpretation of the functions

Pq as probability distribution functions since there are states $ for which Pq will take negative values. Nev¬

ertheless, there have been attempts to provide a consistent meaning for negative probabilities [Muckenheim

1986] although such an interpretation would appear to involve making unphysical assumptions [Feynmann

1987], The problem of understanding what is meant by negative probability has lead some authors to call

the functions Pq "quasi-probability distribution functions".

Perhaps the most persuasive reason for accepting the interpretation of the functions Pq as distribution

functions is their correspondence to quantisation rules. That is to each Pq there apparently exists a pre¬

scription for an operator /(x,p), corresponding to the classical observable /(x,p), such that (5.7) holds

and this is compared to the classical expression (5.1). However, it turns out that these quantisation rules

are only formal rules, they do not always give acceptable quantum observables. That this is the case will

be demonstrated in §5.3 where use will be made of the mathematical techniques discussed in §5.2. This

situation is similar to that affecting the quantum potential interpretation, where it was shown in Chapter 2

(5.11)
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that a (logged pursuit of an analogy between expressions for quantum expectation values and corresponding

expressions in classical theories is not successful.

It turns out that the resolution of the problems of the quantum potential interpretation by the introduction

of the spatial distribution of observable values in Chapter 3 may be extended to the problems encountered

here. This is the basis of the analysis of Chapter 6.

Before proceeding there are two comments to be made. First, if the requirement that the distribution

function be bilinear in the wave function is dropped it is possible to construct distribution functions having

the desired properties and which are positive definite [Cohen and Zaparovanny 1980; Cohen 1986]. Sec¬

ondly, although the position and momentum observables have a distinguished r61e in classical mechanics

this is not the case in quantum mechanics and it is possible to derive joint distribution functions for arbitrary

pairs of operators [Scully and Cohen 1986], however, such generalised distribution functions have only

been given by analogy with the classical phase space. In Chapter 6 distribution functions will be given for

generalised phase spaces.
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§5.2 MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND

In this section a number of results and techniques will be presented which allow a classification of

symmetric operators to be carried out It is assumed that all vectors and operators are defined in a Hilbert

space H. The main reference for this section is [Naimark 1968],

A symmetric operator A is one for which

AC A*. (5.12)

It is well known that if A is symmetric, with domain T>( A), then CD(A)

(AM) = (<t>\M) (5.13)

and the spectrum of A is real.

If B is a symmetric extension of A then since

AC B =*> B*CA\ (5.14)

ACBCB^CA\ (5.15)

so 5 is an extension of A whilst is a restriction of AK A symmetric operator is said to be maximally

symmetric if it has no proper symmetric extension.

Let A denote the closure of a closeable operator A, clearly if A is a closed operator then A - A. Every

symmetric operator is closeable with closure A equal to A^.

A symmetric operator A is said to be essentially self-adjoint if

A = Af (5.16)

whilst if

A = A* (5.17)
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then A is self-adjoint. Since = A an alternative condition for A to be essentially self-adjoint is

A* = ,4" (5.18)

or that A* is self-adjoint Thus since A^ is an extension of A it follows that, if A is essentially self-adjoint

but not self-adjoint, it has A^ as a unique self-adjoint extension. Note that if A is self-adjoint it satisfies

(5.16) and so it is also essentially self-adjoint

In general a symmetric operator may have none, one or many self-adjoint extensions. The follow¬

ing mathematical analysis provides a method of determining whether self-adjoint extensions exist for an

arbitrary symmetric operator and if so how many.

The Cayley transform V of a symmteric operator A is defined by

V is clearly well-defined since A, being symmetric, cannot admit i as an eigenvalue so (_A + »I)-1 exists.

The Cayley transform has the following properties (in what follows V and Tl stand for the domain and range

respectively of a given operator).

(i) If 4>£V(.V) then <f> £ V((A+ il)~l) = H(A + il)

(ii) If <f> £ H(A + il) = V((A + i/)-1) then (A + il)~l<j) £ V(A) and so (A - H)(A + is

well-defined giving that <f> e £>( V). □

V = (A-iI)(A+iI)-1. (5.19)

l.D(V) = TZ(A + il) (5.20)

Proof

2. v.(v) = n(A-iD (5.21)
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Proof

Let 0 £ V{A) and put rp = {A + il)<j> so that ^ G 72.(^4 + il) = P( V) and

Vip= (A — H)(A + iI)~l(A + il)4> = (A-iI)<j>

i.e. 72(V) =12(i4-»"/).□

3. V is an isometric operator.

Proof

Let<£ £ V(A) and put V> = (^4 + i/)<£ so that ip £ H(A+ il) = P(V) and

\\Vip\\2 = \\(A - iDtW2 = <U -»DMA -iD4>)

= \\A^\\2 + i{4>\A4>)-i(Am + M2-

Furthermore,

m2 = \\(A + il)<t>\\2 = {(A+iD4>\(A+iD4)

= \\A4>\\2-i(<f>\A4>) + i(A4>\4>) + \m2.

So, using (5.13) this gives that

\\VtP\\2 = ||^||2 +1|0||2 = HVII2-□

4. V is a unitary operator if and only if A is essentially self-adjoint. (If A is closed then A is self-

adjoint).

4

Proof

[PrugoveCki 1971, Theorem 4.9, p.221].D

Note that Naimark gives all the above properties for a generalised Cayley transform V\ given by

Vx = (A-\I)(A-yi)-1 (5.22)
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where X is any complex number such that Im \ ^ 0. The simpler case given here will be sufficient for the

applications needed.

From 4 above if >1 is an essentially self-adjoint operator then V" is unitary and so both V{ V) and H{V)

coincide with the entire Hilbert space H. Naturally this is not the case for an arbitrary symmetric operator

A. The two subspacesP(V)-1- and "RCV)-1, the orthogonal complements ofV(V) and"R.(V) respectively,

are called the deficiency subspaces of A and the two integers

m = dim P(V)X (5.23)

and

n = dim^(V")x (5.24)

are called the deficiency indices of A. If A is essentially self-adjoint then m = n= 0, whilst if either m or

n is non-zero A is not essentially self-adjoint. The reason for calling m and n deficiency indices is that they

indicate the extent to which the Cayley transform fails to be unitary, that is the extent to which A fails to be

essentially self-adjoint.

Lemma 5.2.1

For any symmetric operator W

W)1 = Ker( W^). (5.25)

Proof

Since W is symmetric it clearly has a well-defined adjoint. Suppose <f> E 7Z{W)L then V-0 E T>( W)

(w^\cj>) = 0 => (v>|w*4>) = o

=> <j> E Ker(Wt).

Alternatively, if <f> E Ker( W*) then Wrp € T>( W)

(rl>\wU) = 0 =► (Wi>\4>) = 0

=► <j> ETli.W^.n
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Using the lemma, (5.23) and (5.24) it follows that

m = dim T>( V)"1 = dim TZ(A + il)x = dim Ker ((>1 + il)*) = dim Ker [A^ — if) (5.26)

n = dim /R.(V)X = dim 72(^4 — il)1 = dim Ker((^4 — ii")*) = dim Ker(^4f + il). (5 .27)

So finding the deficiency index m amounts to finding the number of linearly independent solutions of

(A* -il)4> = 0, <t>EV(A]) (5.28)

which belong to H, whilst to find n requires the number of linearly independent solutions to

(A* + il)ip = 0, i/)6P(4t). (5.29)

which belong to H.

It can be shown [Naimark 1968, §14] that if the deficiency indices of A are both equal to the same

integer k > 1 then there is a £-parameter family of self-adjoint extensions of A and an algorithm to construct

them, whilst if the deficiency indices of A are not equal there are no self-adjoint extensions of A. If the

deficiency indices are both equal to 0 then A is essentially self-adjoint or, if A is closed A is self-adjoint, as

is obvious from 4 above.

The usefulness of this mathematical classification of symmeteric operators arises form the fact that

strictly only self-adjoint operators are acceptable as quantum observables. This strict requirement is easily

weakened to include essentially self-adjoint operators which have been shown to possess a unique self-

adjoint extension that may be taken as the relevant observable. If A has both deficiency indices equal to

an integer k > 1 then there is no unique self-adjoint extension, though it is possible to construct self-

adjoint extensions which will serve as acceptable quantum observables. If, however, A does not have equal

deficiency indices then there are no acceptable quantum observables obtainable from A. This unacceptability

arises from the fact that the spectral theorem may only be applied to self-adjoint operators. Without the

spectral decomposition of an observable the usual probabilistic interpretation of quantum mechanics is not

possible.
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§5J APPLICATION OF THE METHOD OF DEFICIENCY INDICES TO VARIOUS QUANTISA¬
TION RULES

In this section the operators arising from three of the standard quantisation rules will be studied, using

the techniques of the previous section, to ascertain whether or not they are essentially self-adjoint. The three

rules studied may be summarised by the way they quantise the classical function xkpL for k and I positive

integers, they are [Cohen 1966]:

1. The symmetrisation rule: xkpl —»■ (1 /2) (xkpl + plxk); (5.30)

As is customary x and p will denote the classical position and momentum observables, x and p the

corresponding quantum observables. That for each choice of k and I each of the operators for the three

rules is symmetric may be seen by inspection or by noting that the condition (5.10) of §5.1 holds for their

corresponding distribution functions. There is no certainty that these operators are essentially self-adjoint

and hence acceptable as quantum observables.

Consider the rules for the case 1=1, that is consider the operators of (5.30)—(5.32) corresponding to

the classical functions xkp for any integer k > 1. Using p = —ih(d/dx) the three operators become: for

the symmetrisation rule

k

2. The Weyl rule: xkpl -»(1/2*) £ (kYxk->plx>\
.•ft '

(5.21)

3. The Born-Jordan rule: xkpl —>> ypj- £ pl ixkp>.
/=o

(5.32)

(5.33)

for the Weyl rule

k
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= —ih -r* d J. k rk~l T (5.34)

k k

using 52 (,) = and 52 (,)j = ^2k_1 and for the Bom-Jordan mle
>=o 1 j=o ;

ih

k + 1

l d k l i
c — + —i I

dx 2
(5.35)

Clearly, with (5.33) and (5.34) being equal and with (5.35) differing only by a constant multiplier it

suffices to investigate only the operator

A = -ih k d , ^ fc-1 r
I "f _ 3) 1

dx 2
(5.36)

with A* having the same expression. To find the deficiency indices look for the number of linearly indepen¬

dent solutions to the equations

(A^-il)<f> = 0 (5.37)

and

(A^ + il)rp = 0 (5.38)

which belong toH = 72(IR).A solution to (5.37) is a solution of the differential equation

— ihxk~- — jh^-xk~1<p — i<f> = 0dx 2

or

d<j) k 1 \ ,
— h I — 1- -—r ) d> = 0 .dx v 2x hxk ) (5.39)

This is a first order, linear, ordinary differential equation and may be solved by standard techniques to give

<f> = cx exp
1

.(fc- v>hxk~\
(5.40)
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where c is an arbitrary constant.

The point x = 0 is a critical point for (5.36) [Brickell and Clark 1970, Ch.8] since = 0 at x = 0.

Thus solutions to (5.39) must be considered separately on either side of the point x = 0, so consider the two

solutions

1
cj)+ = cx-(i/2) exp

= 0

(k — 1 )hxk~
if x G IR +

if x £ 1R +

(5.41)

and

4>_ = cx-wv exp
(k — l)ftxi-1

= 0

if x e IR-

if x 0 IR.

(5.42)

where IR+ = (0,oo), IR_ = (—oo,0). If <{>+ e L2(IR+) and <£_ 6 L2(IR_) then since L2(1R + ) C

L2(IR) and L2(IR_) C L2(IR)both 4>+ and belong to H and are linearly independent

To consider whether these solutions are in H consider separately the cases where k is even or odd.

If A: is even, that is k = 2,4,..., then A: — 1 is odd and exp \(k_^hxk- oo as x —> 0+ so

<t>+ 0£2(R), (5.43)

however, exp

that

(k-l)hxk~l 0 faster than x~k —> oo as x —► 0_ and since x~k —» 0 as x —> -oo it follows

thus the deficiency index

0_€L2(1R).

m = dim Ker (.At — if) = 1.

(5.44)

(5.45)

If k is odd, that is k = 3,5,..., then A: — 1 is even. Now exp
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so

and

<p+ £L2(ir)

0_£L2(IR)

m = dim Kst(A*-il) = 0.

(5.46)

(5.47)

To find the other deficiency index involves finding the number of linearly independent solutions to

(5.38) which are in L2(IR). That is the number of linearly independent solutions to the linear, ordinary

differential equation

dip ( k 1 \ ,

2i-s? r=0- (5.48)

Once more the point i = 0 is a critical point for this equation and so the behaviour of ip on either side of

this point will have to be considered separately. This leads to a study of the solutions

ip+ = ci (t//2) exp
-1

.(*- l)ftI*"1.

= 0

and

ip = ci (*/2) exp

= 0

-1

_(k- l)hxk~\

if i G 1Rh

if i ^ 1R +

if i G IR _

if i £ IR.

(5.49)

(5.50)

If k is even, that is k = 2,4,..., so that fc — 1 is odd then exp

as x —> 0+ and since x~k —► 0 as i —> oo it follows that

Ip+ gl2(]R).

However, exp oo as i —> 0_ so

1>-<£L2( IR)
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and the deficiency index

n- dim Ker(.A* + i7) = 1. (5.53)

If k is odd, that is k = 3,5,..so that A: — 1 is even then exp ] —♦ 0 as x —>• 0+ or x —> 0_

and since x~k -+ 0 as i -> ±oo

V>+ G L2(IR)
(5.54)

GL2(IR)

and

n = dim Ker(Af + il) = 2. (5.55)

Equations (5.45) and (5.53) show that when k is even the deficiency index pair (m, n) for (5.36) is

(1,1). From the theory presented in §5.2 this means that the operator A is not essentially self-adjoint,

however, there is a one-parameter family of self-adjoint extensions. On the other hand if k > 1 is odd then

from (5.47) and (5.55) the deficiency index pair is (0,2) and A has no self-adjoint extensions.

The conclusion of this analysis is that the standard quantisation rules are only formal manipulations,

since, as has been shown, they may give operators which have no unique self-adjoint extensions or worse

still they may even give operators with no self-adjoint extensions at all. That is, although the quantisation

rules always give symmetric operators corresponding to the classical functions xkpl these are not neces¬

sarily acceptable observables. An important consequence of this is that the theory of negative probability

introduced to maintain an interpretation of the distribution functions Pq of §5.1 as probability distributions

is pointless. This is because the physical motivation, namely the link with quantisation rules, is not a valid

motivation since these rules themselves have, in general, no valid physical interpretation.
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§5.4 LOCAL QUANTISATION

In recent research Wan and coworkers have introduced an interpretation of quantum mechanics which

uses local observables [Wan, Jackson and McKenna 1984; Wan and Timson 1988; Wan 1988], In particular

a local momentum observable fp has been introduced and its properties derived in detail. In this section

an attempt will be made to provide a local quantisation scheme which will furnish a set of local operators

corresponding to each classical observable, allowing a disribution of observable values to be defined for

these observables. This local quantisation scheme will make use of the local momentum operators fp whose

properties will be briefly reviewed below.

Let A = (a, 6) be an arbitrary open interval in the configuration space of the particle—assumed to be

IR. Further let Ao = [ ao, 6o ] be a closed interval contained in A and define a C°°-function f on IR with

the properties that

Such a function always exists even ifAo is arbitrarily close to A. The classical observables are the functions

defined on the phase space T ofpairs (x, p). The function £( x) p is a classical observable which generates a

Hamiltonian vector field X = £d/dx which, owing to the fact that the support ofX is compact, is a complete

vector field [Abraham and Marsden 1978, §2.1, §3.3], Thus £(x)p is quantisable [Wan and Viazminsky

1977; Wan and McFarlane 1980] and gives rise to the self-adjoint operator

£(x)=0 if x G R \ A

£(x) = 1 if x G Ao (5.56)

£(x) > 0 if x G A \ Aq .

(5.57)

with domain

V{fp) = {<£ G L2(R) : <p G AC(9C,R), (fp)0 G L\IR)}. (5.58)

where L2(R) is the Hilbert space of square integrable functions defined on R and AC(X, R) is the set

of functions which are differentiable with respect to X almost everywhere [McFarlane and Wan 1983], The
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operator £p is in fact the unique self-adjoint extension of the essentially self-adjoint operator

with domain

V((fp)o) = CS°(IR).

(5.59)

(5.60)

The operator £p is called a local momentum observable in A. An obvious question to ask is whether

a similar construction may be carried out so as to provide a local quantisation for the classical observable

xmpn where m,n are positive integers. Note that the analysis of §5.3 has shown that the usual quantisation

schemes for such classical observables do not always yield acceptable quantum observables.

It turns out that in certain circumstances there is a valid local quantisation for xmpn. To see this consider

first the classical observables of the type xmp with m > 1. Clearly the classical function £(x)xmp, where

£ is given by (5.56), generates a complete Hamiltonian vector field Y = £xmd/dx which in turn leads to

the self-adjoint operator

(xm£p) = — ih
ax 2 ax

= -ih xm£—+ \(l/2)xm— + (m/2)xm~l£ )I
ax V ax 1

xm£p - ih(m/2)xm~l£I from (5.57) (5.61)

with domain

V((x™£p)) = {<fi£L2(TR):<l>EAC(X,1R), (xm£p)<j> 6 L2(IR)}. (5.62)

By analogy with £p it is the case that (xm£p) is the unique self-adjoint extension of the essentially self-

adjoint operator

with domain

(xm£p)0 = xm(£p)0 -iKm/2)xm-l£I

V{(x^£p)0) = C0CO(IR).
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Note that xmpn = (xm/'np)n and so the classical observable xmpn may be quantised to give the self-

adjoint local observable

(x1??p)n= (xm'n£p - ih(rn/2n)x(m'n)-1 £iy (5.65)

localised in the region A = (a, b) with a > 0. The operator (x?fp)n is the unique self-adjoint extension

of the essentially self-adjoint operator

(x*?p)o" = (xm/n£p - ft(m/2n)i(m/°)"1 £l) " (5.66)

on the domain

^((z^?p)o) = C0co(lR). (5.67)

The restriction on A is necessary to avoid xm</n being complex and there being a singularity in either (5.65)

or (5.66). This restriction on A will be assumed in the remainder of this chapter.

The advantage of local quantisation is that it gives a self-adjoint operator possessing the right properties

when acting on localised wave functions. For example, if <p has support entirely in Ao then

<*|(fp)tf) = <*|ptf>- <5-68>

Also

(cf> [ (x^p)4>) = (4> | A<t>). (5.69)

where

A = xmp-ih(m/2)xm~1I (5.70)

is (modulo an unimportant constant factor) the operator obtained using the three quantisation rules studied in

§5.3—see (5.36). Thus for localised wave functions the local quantisation agrees with the global operators

which have been shown to be inadmissible as quantum observables.

So far a local quantisation has been given for the classical observables of the form xmpn. A general

classical observable /(x, p) is not of this form, however, it is possible to express / as the power series

/(Z,P) = yi a,;zv, (5.7i)
»' j
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where each a,y is a numerical constant; that is a series involving the functions xl-p> for which a local quan¬

tisation has already been given. A problem now arises in that if the local quantisation procedure is applied

to (5.71) there is no guarantee that the resulting operator will be self-adjoint—as an arbitrary sum of self-

adjoint operators need not itself be self-adjoint. The remainder of this section will be devoted to a study

of this problem for finite polynomials of the form (5.71). The restriction to finite polynomials is not a se¬

vere restriction since any classical observable may be represented with arbitrary accuracy by such a finite

polynomial.

Lemma 5.4.1

On Cq°(]R),

n

(*"fp)on = X>(60o (5.72)
i=0

where a; is a bounded, complex-valued function defined on A for i = 0,..., n.

Proof

Recall that from (5.66)

(z"£p)o = ffi(fp)o + 921 (5.73)

where

(5.74)
gi(x) = xm'n

52(1) = —ih(m/2ri)x(-m/">~1£(x).

For j = 1,..., n define an index :°y which takes the values 0 or 1 only and for each j define by

Cij = Si(fp)o for ij = 0
(5.75)

Cij = 921 forty =1.

It will be proved by induction that for any positive integer n

(**?P)on= £ •••£,.. (5.76)
11 i„=0,l
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First, (5.73) gives

(x'(p)0 = Co + Ci = gi(£p)o + 921- (5.77)

Assume that for any Jfc = 0,l n — 1,

(=*£p)o= E c»
>l = 0,1

then

(x*fp)o+1 = (x-{ph (z'£p)o

= (C0 + C\) E Cu...Cik
0,1

= E (5.78)
»i »t+i = 0,l

which is (5.76) when n = k + 1. Hence by induction (5.76) holds since it holds for k = 1.

Each term in the sum (5.76) may, be written in the form

o. (5-79)
i=0

where i>,- is a bounded, complex-valued function defined on A, for i = 1,..., n, by repeated application of

the result that for each positive integer m

(fp)om0 = C°g(fp)^ + mC'jffpr1 + ■•.+ ( ^C'gUp)?-' + • • • + CV (5.80)

where 3 E Co°(lR) and

C°g = g

Clg=[(fP)o,g]
(5.81)

C'+1 = [(fP)o,C'5]
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The result (5.80) will be proved by induction. Put m = 1 to get

(fp)og = C°g(fp)o + ClgI=gUp)o + [(fp)o,fl]/ (5.82)

which is true. Assume now that (5.80) is true for m = k then

(fp)o+19 = Up)o Up)o<?

= Up)0 (cVftOo + k&gUptf-1 + • ■ • + (^C'g(fp)o*- + • • • + Ckgl)
+ ■ ■= (c°gUp)o + [(fp)o,C°ff])(fp)0* + k(clgUp)0 + [(fp)o, C'g^Up)^

'*) (c'gUp)o + [(fp)o,Ciff])(fp)0i-'+ •••+ (ckgUp)o + [(£p)o,C*g]).+

= C%(£p)0i+1 + (1 + k)&gUp)0k + ■ ■ • + [(*) + (. * x
Ci*lgUp)o~i+ ■■■

+ C gl (5.83)

since- [(fp)o, C'g] - C'+1g. Thus since (*) + ({kJ = (k*f) (5.83) gives (5.80) with m = k + 1 and so by

induction (5.80) holds.

Since each term in the sum (5.76) is of the form (5.80) the result of the Lemma follows. The bounded-

ness of the functions b}- in (5.79) and hence a< in (5.72) arises from the fact that they may be considered to

be localised to the bounded interval A. □

Corollary 5.4.2

Applying the local quantisation procedure (5.66) term by term to the classical observable An given by

m n

An = £X>yzy, (5.84)
i=0 ;=0

where for i = 0,..., m, j = 0,..., n aij 6 1R, gives the operator

AU,n)o =X>(fp)>, (5.85)
j~o
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where c;- is a bounded, complex valued function defined on A for j = 0,..., n.

Proof

The local quantisation applied to An gives

m n

<5'86>
i=0 ;=0

Applying Lemma 5.4.1 to each term in the sum (5.86) and adding the resulting operators gives the required

result. □

With A(£,n)0 given by (5.85) define, for 0 < j < n

^xIaM^I (5'87)

and put for 0 < k < n

k

dk = J2mr (5-88>
;=o

Lemma 5.43

For A(£, n)0 given by (5.85) and<£ eP(i((,n}0) = Cq°(IR)

||A(e,«)0^||2 < d»2|M|2 + |K(ep)oV||2- (5.89)

Proof

||i(£,"M|2 = + 2 | Cj(fp)l4>)- (5.90)
;'=0 ijmo

Note that

Re(c,-(£p)o<£ | c;(fp)o0) < (ci(£p)o<t> | C;(fp)o;0)

< ||c,(fp)^|| ||c;(fp)^|| (5.91)

by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Thus from (5.90) and (5.87)
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\\AU,n)o4>\\2 < X) V||(fp)^||2 + 2 ^ m,m;||(S)^|| ||(fp)^||. (5.92)
;=0 «,;=0

Work in the spectral representation space of £p [Prugovebki 1971, Ch.IV, §5; Beltrametti and Cassinelli

1981, Appendix B] to get that for 0 < m < n

IKftOoVl2 = [ a2t"|^(A)|2 dM(A)JK

= f X2m|V(X)|2dp(X) + [ X2m|V(X)|2dp(X), (5.93)J\X |<1 J\X\>1

where /i is the measure in the spectral representation space and i> is the wave function in the spectral repre¬

sentation corresponding to <t>. Note that

[ X2m|t/>(X)|2dM(X) < f |V(^)|2 dM(X) < ||V||2 (5.94)
Juki JUKI

and

[ X2m|V(X)|2d/i(X) < [ X2n|V'(X) |2 d/i(X) < ||(Cp)oV||2 (5.95)Jui>i JUI>1

and so (5.93) gives that

||(fp)o">||2 < \\<t>\\2 + Kfp^H2 forO < m < n (5.96)

and since each term is positive

||(6>)oV|| < (||0||2 + ||(fp)oV||2)1/2 forO < m < n. (5.97)

Substituting (5.96) and (5.97) into (5.92) gives

\\MZ,n)o<P\\2 < E>;2 (iMf + I|(£p)o>||2) + 2 E m'm> (M2 + II^P)oV||2)
;=0 »,;=0

or from (5.88)

\\MZ,n)0<t>\\2 < d? ||0||2 + |K(fp)0^||2. (5.98)

Note that dn is bounded since m, is bounded for each i.D
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Lemma 5.4.4

The operators A+(f, n)o and A~(£, n)o given by

i+(£,n)0 = i(£,n)0 + d,(£p)o" (5-99)

and

A-U,n)0 =i($,rl)o-^(ep)on (5-100)

where A(£, n)o is defined by

n

Mt,n)o =£>(£>)>, (5 101)
;=0

where for j = 0,..., n the functions c; are as in (5.85), are essentially self-adjoint on the domain Cq°( IR).

Proof

First note that dn(£p)ft is essentially self-adjoint on C§°( IR). From (5.89) it is seen that the conditions

of a theorem of Wiist [WUst 1971; Weidmann 1980, Theorem 5.30] are satisfied and the result follows. □

Note that the operators ^4+(£, n)o and A~(£, n)o are of the same form as n)o. By analogy with

(5.85) define the operator .4(£, n)q on the domain Cq°(IR) by

n

Mt,n% = xi3>(^)o (5102)
;=0

where c; is a bounded, complex-valued function defined on A for; = 0,..., n. If the operators A*((, n)g

and A~((, n)o are defined by

^+(£,n)o = Mt.n)o + dn(fp)o (5.103)

and

i-(e.n)^ = j4(^,n)o —dn(Cp)o (5-104)

where for each j
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rn; = X£PA fr(z)| (5.105)

and for 0 < k < n

k

dk = Y^rnj (5.106)
;=0

then by exactly the same reasoning as above A+(f, n)q and A~(£, n)o are essentially self-adjoint on the

domain Cq°(IR). As a consequence of this if it is possible to find A(£,n)o such that either A+(£,n)o

or A~(£, n)o is actually the same as A(f, n)o then the classical observable An has a local quantisation in

that it is possible to find an essentially self-adjoint operator A{ £, n)o which possesses a unique self-adjoint

extension. There are two conditions which are derived below which, if they are satisfied, allow such a

deduction to be made.

Suppose first that it is possible to find A(£, n)q such that

A+(£,n)o =AU,n)o, (5.107)

from the definitions (5.85) and (5.103) it is seen that this is possible if
c, = c,- for 0 < i < n — 1 (5.108)

and

cn(x) + dn = Cn(3;) Vie A. (5.109)

Now note that dn = mn + dn_i = mn + dn_i so that (5.109) may be written as

c„(i) = cn(x) - dn_i - mn. (5.110)

Similar reasoning applied to A~(£, n)o shows that

A-tf.riti =A(£,n)o (5.111)

if (5.108) still holds but now

cn(x) cn(x) + dj^-i +77in. (5.112)

The two conditions (5.110) and (5.112) give two classes of classical observables which possess a local

quantisation as derived above. Note that from (5.78) and (5.80) it is seen by inspection that the coefficient
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an in (5.72) is xm. Thus, from (5.86) the coefficient cn in (5.85) is given as cn = Y^?=o a<n^ and so cn is a

well-defined, real-valued function on A. The properties of cn will be used in the following two examples.

Example 1

If it is the case that cn is a constant such that cn > 0 and cn — i > 0 then (5.110) has a solution

given by c„ = (1 /2) (cn - d^\), whilst if cn < 0 and cn + d„_i < 0 then (5.112) has a solution given by

cn = (l/2)(cn + dn-l)-

Example 2

The restriction that cn be a constant that was imposed in Example 1 may be lifted. Thus ifVz 6 A

cn(x) > 0 and {cn(z)-dn_i } > 0 then(5.110) hasasolution such that mn = j {cn(x)-dn_ i } =

j(mn - d^i), giving that cn(z) = cn(x) - j(mn + d„_i). Similarly ifVx E A cn(z) < 0 and

{cn(x) + dnr-i } < 0 tf'en (5-112) has a solution such that mn = |-|-mn + | = j(mn — d^i),

giving that cn(x) = Cn(z) + j(m»+ dn-i)-

Some final comments are in order. First note that the local quantisation procedure given here is only

one possible approach. The operators A(£, n)o are not unique as they depend on the choice of the localising

function f. For a given A and A0 there are infinitely many possible localising functions f, giving many

different operators A(i, n)o, however, they will all agree in the centre of localisation A0, the difference

manifesting itself only in the boundary A \A0 which, as has been mentioned above, may be made arbitrarily

small. Also, although the local quantisation produces operators which, for localised wave functions, agree

with all three quantisation rules studied in §5.3, for classical observables of the form xmp, where m is a

positive integer, this agreement will not hold for the general expression xmpJl.

Secondly, it should be stressed that the conditions derived above to explicitly show the operators

n)o to be essentially self-adjoint are only sufficient conditions. It has been shown that there are two



classes of classical observables that give rise to self-adjoint operators, this does not preclude the operators

■A(€, n)o that do not fall into either of these classes from being essentially self-adjoint.

Thirdly, the sufficiency conditions themselves depend on the choice of the localising region A. It is

quite possible that the same classical function An may satisfy one of the conditions for one particular A but

fail to satisfy either in a different interval A

Finally, it has to be admitted that the restriction of the localising region A to IR + is a severe restriction.

Possible approaches to removing this restriction will be considered in Chapter 8.
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CHAPTER 6

GENERALISED PHASE SPACE
DISTRIBUTIONS OF
OBSERVABLE VALUES



§6.1 GENERALISED PHASE SPACE DISTRIBUTIONS OF OBSERVABLE VALUES

Consider a particle in one-dimensional motion along the real line 1R, so that the Hilbert space of wave

functions is H = L2 (IR). Recall the following results from Chapter 3. For an arbitrary self-adjoint operator

A in H the density function for the spatial distribution of observable values of A is given, for <f> £ V(A),

by

f(A,<j>\ x) = (1/2) [MxKAMx) + (A4>y{x)<Kx)] (6.1)

and the quantum expectation value of A is

(A) = [ f(A,<f>\x)dx. (6.2)J R

It has been shown, using the spectral theorem, that

f(A,4>;x)= [ Xdxf(E(Ai\),4:x) (6.3)J"(A)

where E(A; \) is the spectral function of A and a(A) the spectrum of A. The integral notation of (6.3)

will be used even if A has a discrete spectrum for, as will be seen later, the usual summation for this case is

easily cast in the form of an integral. Substituting the expression (6.3) into (6.2) gives

(A)= f f Xdxf(E(A;X),<f>-,x)dx. (6.4)
JTR Jo(A)

Suppose that / is differentiate almost everywhere with respect to \ and that

{A)= f f \^-f(E(A-,\),i>-,x) dXdx. (6.5)
JTR Ja(A) OA

Define the function u£(\,x) by

uf(\,x) = \-^f(E(A;\),<f>;x) (6.6)
then (6.5) may be written as

(A)= [ [ ujf(\,x)d\dx. (6.7)
JJR Ja(A)

PutT = o(A) x IR sothatT is the set of pairs (A, i), that is T is a generalised phase space, then x)

may be interpreted as the density function for the distribution of observable values of A on the generalised
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phase space T. To see this note that if {J;} is a partition of IR and {A,} is a partition of <r( A) then

f(A, <t>\ Jj) = [ f(A, <f>; x) dx (6.8)J is

is the value of A in the interval Jj. Substituting the expression (6.3) into (6.8) gives

f(A,frJj)= \ [ \dxf(E(A-,\),<t>-,x)dx
Jjj Ja(A)

= [ f ^f(E(A-,\),<f>-,x)d\dx
J Jj Ja(A) OA

= [ f d\dx
Jjj Ja(A)

= V [ f u>$(\,x)d\dx. (6.9)
7 Jjj JAj

Now this expression holds for arbitrary intervals J; and A,, so it is consistent to interpret as the density

function for the distribution of observable values of A on T.

In this chapter a similar interpretation to that just given for A will be made for a number of distribution

functions. Although the details will be omitted it should be bome in mind that the same interpretation

follows via the local values which may be defined by

m£(A,-,J;) = f f uf(\,x)d\dx. (6.10)
Jjj J\

It will always be the case that

= (611>
» j

Example 1

As an example consider the momentum observable p. For <f> £T>(p)

f(E(p;p), <£; x) = (1 /2) x) (£(p; p)<f)(x) + (E(p-,p)<fi)\x)<j,(x)], (6.12)
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where for obvious reasons the notation has been changed by writing p for A. An explicit expression for

E(p',p) is [Byron and Fuller 1969, §5.11]

E{p\p) = {Ink)-1'2 f e(,Wl<Kp') dp' (6.13)
J —OO

where

4>(p) = (2-nh)-1'2 / e-<-i/h)px<fi(x) dx (6.14)
J —OO

is the wave function in the momentum representation, that is 4> is the Fourier transform of <j>. Substitution

in (6.12) gives

is the density function for the distribution of observable values ofp on the standard phase space T = IR x 1R

of pairs (p,x).

As a first step towards a generalisation of the interpretation the restriction to the configuration space

IR will be lifted. Thus if the particle is moving in an n-dimensional configuration space M which has a

coordinate system (x) with a volume element dx then for any self-adjoint operator A in TL = L2 (M)

f(E(p;p),<p-,x) = (2\Z2irhJ 1 [<£*(z) J" eWxj>(p') dp'

(6.15)

This is clearly differentiable with respect to p and so from (6.6)

^(p,x) = p(2V^) * [^*(i)e(i/*>p"^(p) + <t>(x)e~Wh)px4>*(p)] (6.16)

(6.17)

where <f> £V(A), so that

(6.18)

Suppose that / is differentiable almost everywhere with respect to \ and that
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M>-/ /J M J CTI
w£(X,x)dXdx (6.19)

M -/ CT(yl)

where

ut(\,x) = \-j^f(E(A;\),4>;x) (6.20)

than uj£(\,x) may be taken to be the density function for the distribution of observable values of A on the

phase space r = <j(A) x M. In what follows it is simpler to consider only the one-dimensional case, the

extension to n-dimensions being obvious.

The spectrum of an arbitrary observable may be decomposed into the continuous spectrum and the point

or discrete spectrum. The next problem to consider is an observable A which has a non-empty point spec¬

trum. For simplicity assume that A has a pure point spectrum and each eigenvalue Xn has finite degeneracy

dn. If the eigenvalues are ordered the spectral function for A may be written as

E(A;\) = 0 if X < Ai

(6.21)
= ]T)P» ifX*<X<Xi+1 k = 1,2,...

n=l

= $>. = ! tf Xmax ^ X,
n

wherePn is the projector onto the eigensubspace of Xn. Equation (6.18) gives, for <p eV(A),

(A) = f (X/2)dJ^(x)(£U;X)^)(x) + (E(A;\)<l>)\x)<j,(x)] dxJm j

= X) / (X«/2) [fW (pn^)(x) + (P„0)*(x)<Xx)] dx
n ■'M

d,
= (W2)k(i)^"(x) + ^(x)^(x)]dx (6.22)

n .,=1 Jm

where for each n the set {0};} is an orthonormal basis for the eigensubspace of Xn. It is possible formally

to give a density function in this case by using the 5-function, thus

{A)= [ [ w?(X,x)dXdx (6.23)JM JIR

where
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w?( A,I) = ^(V2) [**<*) (E(A\ X)4>)(x) + (£(* X)*)*(®)«z)] S(\ - \n). (6.24)
n

Note that in (6.23) the range of integration has been extended from a(A) to the entire real line IR. In

(6.23) integration is carried with respect to Lebesgue measure whilst in (6.18) integration is with respect

to a discrete measure. The S-functions in (6.24) remove the ambiguity associated with the definition of the

continuous density function w^(X, x) for values of X corresponding to sets of measure zero in the measure

of (6.18). This technique will be used in the rest of this chapter without further comment.

One of the attractive features of quantum mechanics is the transformation theory [von Neumann 1955,

Ch.l] allowing the basic equations to be written in different representations; the mathematical equivalence

of one representation to another being brought about through a unitary transformation. So far all the results

have been worked out with respect to the coordinate representation, this restriction will now be lifted.

To begin with consider the expression for the quantum expectation value of an observable A in the

momentum representation

with 0 being the wave function in the momentum representation. Of course (6.25) and (6.26) are only

valid for <j> e V(A). Equation (6.26) is entirely equivalent to equation (3.7) of Chapter 3. Indeed the entire

interpretation given in Chapter 3 may be repeated for the function f(A,<j>;p). Thus /(A, 4>\p) is the density

function for the distribution of observable values of A in momentum space. Note that

(A) = (l/2)[(4>\Aj,) + (A4>\4>)

(6.25)

where

/M.fcp) = (1/2) [&p)(^)(P) + (Ab*(p)kp)] (6.26)

(6.27)

Substituting (6.27) into (6.25) gives
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{A)= [ [ \dxf(E(A;X),4>;p)dp.JIR Ja(A)
(6.28)

Suppose that / is differentiable almost everywhere with respect to A and that

{A)= f [ u£(\,p) dXdp (6.29)J IR JlR

where

u$(\,p) = \-^f(E(A;\),frp) (6.30)

then uj^(\,p) is the density function for the distribution of observable values of A on the generalised phase

space T = IR x IR of pairs (\,p).

Example 2

As an example consider the position operator x. In the momentum representation

x=ih^~ (6.31)
op

and the spectral function of x is

E(x,x)]>(p) = (2tt^)-1/2 [ e~u/h)px'</>(x') dx'. (6.32)J — OO

This is clearly differentiable with respect to x and so (6.30) gives

u\{x,p) = x^V^h)'1 ^f(p)e~^h)px4>(, x) + 4>(p)e^h)px4>m(x)] (6.33)

as the density function for the distribution of observable values of x on the standard phase space T = IR x IR.

Note the similarity between (6.33) and (6.16). These two equations are in a sense complementary, for

they are the density functions for the distribution of observable values of x and p respectively on the same
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phase spacer. It is seen that w£(p, x) = pP^(p,x) and w|(x,p) = xPm(x,p) where PM(x,p) is the

Margenau and Hill distribution function [Margenau and Hill 1961] given by

Pu(p,x) = Pm(x,p) = (iV^h) [^(x)e<'/A>^(p) + <Kx)e~^h)^{p)]. (6.34)

By using the spectral theorem it can be shown—see equation (3.21)—that if g( p) is an arbitrary self-adjoint

function of p [Prugoveiki 1971, Ch.IV, §2.5] then

ufp\p, x) = 9(p)Pm(p, x) (6.35)

similarly for functions /(x) of x

ufx\x,p) = f(x)PM(x,p). (6.36)

There is an important point to be made here concerning the interpretation of the density functions ui. As was

shown in Chapter 4 any attempt to interpret PM(x,p) as a probability distribution must make allowance

for the fact that Pm(x, p) may take negative values. The fact that the functions ui may take negative values

presents no problem, as they are distributions of values, so there is no need to introduce a theory of negative

probability [Muckenheim 1986] for the density functions lj.

The final generalisation to be made is to derive the density function for the distribution of observable

values on the generalised phase space of an arbitrary pair of observables of simple spectrum. Let the two

observables be A and B. By working in the spectral representation space of B [Prugovecki 1971, Ch.IV,

§5; Beltrametti and Cassinelli 1981, Appendix B] the quantum expectation value of A may be written as

(A) = (1/2) [<V>|A$) + (A1>\1>)\

jm. f(A,^,b)dfi(b) (6.37)

where p is the measure in the spectral representation space and

= (l/2)[r{b)(At)(b) + {Arp)\b)Mb)]. (6.38)

Here G ~D(A) is the wave function in the spectral representation of B. The function f(A, Vq b) may be

interpreted as the density function for the distribution of observable values ofA in the spectral representation
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space of B. If E(A; a) is the spectral function of A then

f(A, V>; &) = [ adaf(E(A;a),1>',b). (6.39)Ja(A)

Substituting (6.39) into (6.37) gives

(A)= f f a da/(E(A\ a.) d/i( b). (6.40)7K Ja(A)

Suppose that / is differentiate almost everywhere with respect to a and that

{A)= [ [ Wy*(a,6) dad/i(6) (6.41)JR JJR

where

u$(a,b)=a-^f(E(A;a),frb) (6.42)

then w^(a, b) is interpreted as the density function for the distribution of observable values of A on the

generalised phase space T = R x 1R of pairs (o, b).

To derive the complementary distribution to w^( a, b) start by finding the density function for the dis¬

tribution of observable values of B on the spectral representation space of A. If ip is the wave function in

the spectral representation of A then the quantum expectation value of B is

/(S,V;a)dKa) (6.43)
R

(B)= [7r

where v is the measure in the representation space and

/(B,V>;a) =(l/2)[^(a)(BV')(a) + (5V))*(a)V'(a)]. (6.44)

Now if E(B\ b) is the spectral function of B then

/(■B, V>; a) = f bdbf(E(B;b),i;;a) (6.45)Ja(B)

and so (6.43) gives

(B)= [ [ bdbf(E<iB;b),$-,a)dv(a). (6.46)
JR Ja(B)lo(B)

Suppose that / is differentiable almost everywhere with respect to b and that
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(B)= f [ wf(i>,a)d&dKa) (6.47)J IR JIR

where

wf (b,a) = b~f(E(B;b),i;a) (6.48)

then w|( 6, a) is the density function for the distribution of observable values of B on the generalised phase

space r = IR x IR of pairs (6, a). Equation (6.48) is seen to be the complement of (6.42).

It is sufficient just to state that the analogues of (6.35) and (6.36) giving the density functions for the

distribution of observable values of functions of A or B arc

u1{A\a,b)=g(a)-~f(E<iA;a),^b) (6.49)

and

W|(S)(6,o) =m^f(E(B-,b),^a). (6.50)
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§6.2 FURTHER ANALYSIS OF GENERALISED PHASE SPACE DISTRIBUTIONS OF OBSERV¬
ABLE VALUES

If A is an arbitrary self-adjoint operator in a Hilbert space H with spectrum cr(A) there are several ways

of classifying different elements of a(A). Whilst the details of this classification will not be needed here

the results, which are summarised below, allow a distinction to be made between cases where it is possible

to define generalised phase space distributions as in §6.1 and those where the derivation breaks down. The

details of this classification may be found in [Amrein, Jauch and Sinha 1977, §5.6], see also [Amrein 1981,

§2.2, §4.3],

The most familiar classification of <j(A) is that into the point spectrum crp(A) consisting of the eigen¬

values of A and the continuous spectrum ac(A). Note that it is possible to have eigenvalues embedded in

the continuous spectrum so crp( A) and ac(A) are not in general disjoint, however,

a(A) =ap(A)Uffc(A). (6.51)

The continuous spectrum may be further divided into the absloutely continuous spectrum crac(A) and the

singularly continuous spectrum crK(A) giving that

cx(A) = crp(A) U aoc(A) U <rac(A). (6.52)

The precise definitions of CToc( A) and crac( A) are usually stated in the language of measure theory, however,

for the application needed below the following considerations are more useful: an interval A is in ctoc( A)

(in ctsc( A)) if there are vectors such that ||E(A; \)<f> ||2 is an absolutely continuous function (singular

function) of X in A. Recall that a function G is absolutely continuous (with respect to Lebesgue measure)

if and only if there is a function g such that

G(x) = f g(x')dx' (6.53)
J a

and

g(x) = almost everywhere, (6.54)
di

whilst G is singular if G is continuous and monotonic increasing but dG/dx is zero except for a set of zero
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Lebesgue measure [Riesz and Sz.-Nagy 1955, §25; Kingman and Taylor 1966, §§9.1-3]. If G is singular

then it cannot be written as the indefinite integral of its derivative.

If an operator A has a non-empty singularly continuous part of its spectrum then the derivation given in

§6.1 for the density function for the generalised phase space distributions of observable values of A breaks

down for \ in <jk(A). In this section an alternative formulation of generalised phase space distributions

of observable values will be given which overcomes the problems associated with the definition of density

functions.

It should be mentioned in passing that although most of the observables of physical interest have an

empty singularly continuous part of their spectrum there are certainly self-adjoint operators for which this

is not the case. These operators are candidate operators to represent physical quantities, indeed recently

Hamiltonian operators with a singularly continuous spectrum have been contructed [Sinha 1977; Cycon,

Froese, Kirsch and Simon 1987, §10.2], To reject such operators would be contrary to the spirit of the Hilbert

space formulation of quantum mechanics where any self-adjoint operator is taken to be an observable. This

then is the motivation for the following generalisation of the results of §6.1.

To begin with consider the generalised phase space T = IR x M where M is the configuration space

of a particle. It will be assumed that M is one-dimensional, the extension to the n-dimensional case being

obvious. Let Br be the Boolean cr-algebra of subsets of T [Prugove£ki 1971, Ch.II, §1.1, §2.4], A general

member of Br is of the form

B = A x J where A C IR, /CM. (6.55)

Define, for $ £~D( A), the. set-function ^ : Br —► IR by

(6.56)

jj.^ has the following properties:

(i) Trivially

M?(0) = 0 (6.57)
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indeed the stronger results that

x J) = £ j\ dxf(E(A: *). *) dx = 0
and

Mi(A x 0) = f [ \dxf(E(A-,\)t<f>;x)dx^O
J<t> JA

hold.

(ii)

|/4(fl)|<oo WBeBr.

Proof

Let B = A x / be an arbitrary member of Br then

M?(S) = (l/2) J J^\dx[<f(x)(E{A-,\)4>){x)+ (E(A;X)4>)\x)4>{x)]
Define the self-adjoint operator A( A ) by

A(A) = J AdxE(A;X)
so that

^(B) =(1/2) + (A(A)<£)*(z)0(x)] dz

= (1/2) J Xj[r(x)(A(A)<f,)(x)+ (A(A)<f,)\x)4,(x)] dx

= (1/2) [<X,0 | A(A)<f>) + {XjA{A)<l> | <j>)}
= Re(^ | XjA(A)<f>).

Thus for each given <f> A)

M*(B)|= |Re(0 | X^(A)0)| < oo.□
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(iii)

m£(UiBi) if Bi n B; = 0 for i (6.64)

Proof

Let Bi = A,- x Ji then

m£(U,S,)= // kd,/(£(Jl;A),0;x)dx
Ui/.xAj

■?u A d*/(.E(A; A), </>; x) dx since S<nS; =0

Indeed it can be shown that the stronger results

and

(U,A,- x J) = £ A< x J) if A< n Ay = 0 for » ^ ; (6.65)

nf (A x U; Jj) =£^(Ax /,) if Ji n Jj = 0 for » ^ (6.66)
i

hold.

Noting that^ may take positive or negative values (6.57), (6.60) and (6.64) show that^ is for each

<t> a signed measure on T [Roman 1975, §7.2]. The link between ^ and the density functions uif derived

in §6.1 is that if it is possible to define x) by (6.6) then from the definition (6.56)

^(ix A) = dxd\. (6.67)

This is seen to be the same as equation (6.10) of §6.1 where /x^( A, J) was interpreted as the local value

of A in the region A x J of T. This interpretation will be extended to the measure defined in (6.56).
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Such an extension is possible because of the properties of /x^, thus if {A,} and { Jj} are arbitrary partitions

ofcr(A) and M respectively then

M> = ^(r) = EE^xJi) (6.68)
» j

is valid for any observable A. Thus /x^ is seen to be a measure that gives the distribution of observable

values of A on T overcoming the technical limitations of the density function

Bearing in mind (6.58), (6.59), (6.65) and (6.66) it is tempting to look upon ^ as a product measure

on r, thus

= (6.69)

where ir£ is defined by

^(A,x)= [\dxf(E{A-,\),<t>\x) (6.70)J A

and /xi is the Lebesgue measure on M. However, an expression like (6.70), which is evaluated at a point,

is not well-defined with respect to /xj. The best that can be said is the rather perverse statement that is a

measure almost everywhere on M.

The derivation given above is easily extended to the general case of finding the distribution of observ¬

able values of a pair ofobservables A and B of simple spectra on the generalised phase space T = cr( A) x IR

of pairs (a, b). Again let Br be the Borel a-algebra of subsets of T. Each element B e Br is of the form

B = AxA where Agct(A), AelR. (6.71)

Define the set function /x^ : Br —> IR by

/x$(A xA)= f [\dxf(E(A-\),ip-,b)dii(b) (6.72)JA JA

where is the wave function in the spectral representation of B. /x(J has exactly the same properties, listed

below, as has /x^, the proofs will not be repeated.
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(i)

(ii)

(HQ

M*(0) = 0

^(0xA)=O (6.73)

^(Ax0)=O

|/i^(A x A) | < oo (6.74)

(U,B.) = £4( Bd if Bi n Bj = 0 for t i j
i

(U,-Aj x A ) = £ /i^( A,- x A ) if A,- n A;- = 0 for (6.75)
ft

(A x U; A;) = £/i^(A x A;) if A, n A> = 0 for i ^ j.

Thus ^ is a signed measure on F and the value p^(A x A ) is the value ofA in the region A x A of

r.

There are equivalent expressions to (6.72)-(6.75), found by working in the spectral representation of

A, which give the distribution of observable values of B on r.
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§6J DYNAMICS OF GENERALISED PHASE SPACE DISTRIBUTIONS OF OBSERVABLE VAL¬
UES

Recall that in §3.3 the dynamics of the spatial distribution of observable values of an observable A

were derived by consideration of the local values f(A, <f>\ J) where J is an interval in the configuration

space M of a particle (in this section it will be assumed that M is one-dimensional, the extension to the

n-dimensional case being obvious). The same reasoning will apply to the derivation of the distributions

introduced in §§6.1-2. Thus the central objects of interest will be the local values A x J), defined on

the intervals (A x J) of the generalised phase space T = R x M of pairs (A, x), by

x J) = a X d\f(A, 4>; x) dx

= JJ^(X/2)dx[<fE( A; X)<fi + (E(A;\)<f>y4>\<lx. (6.76)
The differential form of the evolution equation is obtained by differentiating (6.76) to get

-^(A x J) = JJ^\/2)(d/dt) dx[<t>*E(A-,\)4> + (E(A;\)4>Y<p] dx

= J jf (■X/2) dx [(!</>)*£(A; \)<f> + <J>*E(A] X) %<f> + (.E(A; X) fa)V
+ {E{A-,X)4>yy] dx (6.77)

Note that for simplicity it has been assumed that the observable A does not explicitly depend on t.

Suppose now that E( A; X)4> is absloutely continuous with respect to X in A and that
_d^
dt'-^(Ax/) = J J^X/2)(d/dX)[(yyE(A-,X)4> + pE(A-,X)%<f>+ (£(A;X)J^)>

+ (E(A-,X)<t,y^4> dAdx. (6.78)

then recalling that under these conditions equation (6.67) of §6.2 holds and since (6.78) is valid for arbitrary

intervals A and J this gives the differential form of the evolution equation for the density function u^(X,x)
as

d X/x x x d
d^(A-l) = 2ax §-t4>) EU;X)4> + PE(A;X)^4>+ (E(A-,X)^4>} <t>

+ [E(A-,X)<I>) ^
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If <t> E 2>( H) the time development of <f> is derivable from the Schrodinger equation

I■*"%* <6 80>
and its conjugate equation

— 0* = -—S* (6.81)
dV ih

and (6.77) becomes

^M?(A *J) = (.E(A;\)H<j>y<t>
- (E(A; \)<j>yH<^ dx. (6.82)

and if it is possible to define the density function the corresponding equation is, from (6.79),

-^(A, x) = [{H<t>)'E{A-, \)4> - 4>'EU\ \)H* + (E(A; X)H<f>y<f>
[E{A-\)4>yH<t> (6.83)

To allow for the possibility of non-differentiable wave functions the Schrodinger equation may be

replaced by a unitary evolution group Ut ■ Suppose that at time t = 0 the wave function <j>o is in T)(A) then

4>t, the wave function at time t > 0, is given by

<f>t = Utfa. (6.84)

At time t the local value of A in the region A x J is given by

m£( A x J) = J J^X d,/(A, fa, x) dx, (6.85)

provided that 4>t remains in T>( A). Suppose that t E( A; X) <f>t is absolutely continuous with respect to A for

each and that

rft(AxJ)=JJ X(d/dX)f(E(A\X),fa,nr)dAdx (6.86)
then

u£(X,x) = X^-f(E(A;X),fax) (6.87)
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is the density function for the distribution of observable values of A on r at time t.

The foregoing analysis is easily extended to find the dynamics of the distributions of observable values

on the generalised phase space T = 1R x 1R of pairs (X, b) for an arbitrary pair of observables A and B of

simple spectra. Let A x A be an arbitrary interval in T then the local value of A in (A x A) is given by

^(AxA)J f Xdx/(£CA;X),tf;&)d/i(&) (6.88)JA Ja

where ^ is the wave function and p the measure in the spectral representation space of B (there will be

equivalent expressions for the values of B found by working in the spectral representation of A). The

differential form of the evolution equation for is, by analogy with (6.82),

-m£(A , A) = jT J (.X/2) d, [(|tf)*E(A; X) V + VE{A\ X) + (E(A: X) |V)V_d
d?

(£M;X)V)*£v]dM(&) (6.89)

and if it is possible to define the density function the corresponding equation is

d Af \ l\ X d
d^(M) = 2ax

J5(i4;X)tf + **£(j4;X)J^ + (E(A-,\) V

i;X)v) -
+ [E(A;\)t] (6.90)

Alternatively, if the time development is given by the unitary evolution group Ut the equation of motion for

the local values is

/4(AxA)= f [ Xdxf(B(A-,X),^t,b)iv(b) (6.91)JA J a

and if it is possible to define the density function it is given at time t by

<(X,6) = xi/(£(i;X),fei). (6.92)

Here V>t is the wave function at time t > 0 given by

= Uti>o (6.93)

where -0o is the wave function at time f = 0. Equations (6.92) and (6.93) remain valid provided i>t E V{A).
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CHAPTER 7

HIDDEN VARIABLES
INTERPRETATIONS OF

QUANTUM MECHANICS



§7.1 INTRODUCTION TO HIDDEN VARIABLES INTERPRETATIONS OF QUANTUM MECH¬
ANICS

Without doubt the question as to whether it is possible to have a hidden variables interpretation of

quantum mechanics is one of the most controversial in the development of the theory and has resulted in

some acrimonius disputes. It is perhaps true to say that some of the confusion in this area arises from a

lack of a suitable definition of what constitutes a hidden variables interpretation. A brief introduction to

the subject will be given in this section; if for no other reason than to supply the definition of a hidden

variables interpretation used in the sequel. For further details on this topic, set in historical perspective, see

[Belinfante 1973; Jammer 1974],

The motivation for introducing a hidden variables interpretation is a desire to remove from quantum

mechanics the indeterminism inherent in the orthodox (Copenhagen) interpretation. In the latter interpreta¬

tion the wave function <j> is assumed to give the most complete description of the system being studied. If

an observable A is measured when the system is in a state described by <f> then there is no certainty as to

the measured value—all that is known is the set of possible values, being the spectrum of A and a measure

that gives the probabilities that the measured value will lie in given intervals in the spectrum. Only in the

exceptional case of an observable with a discrete spectrum being measured when the state is described by

an eigenfunction of that observable is there certainty in the outcome.

Classical mechanics is deterministic. That is if the state of a classical system, being a point in the

phase space representing the positions x and the momenta p of the constituent particles, is known then the

value /(i, p) of any classical observable, being a function / defined on the phase space, is also known. If

it is desired to cast quantum mechanics in a similar form then one possibility would be to "complete" the

orthodox interpretation by supposing the existence of a set {)*} of parameters or variables which together

with <j> would completely determine the outcome of a measurement of the quantum observable A. The

precise values of these variables are unknown in practical cases—thus they are hidden variables. With the

assumption of hidden variables the observed indeterminacy of quantum mechanics is no longer inherent in

the theory, it arises solely from the lack of knowledge of the values of the hidden variables. This is similar



to the description of an ideal gas in classical mechanics—in principle the exact position and momentum

values of each molecule are known though in reality they are "hidden" and the resulting description must

make allowance for this.

As mentioned above there is great confusion as to the precise definition of a hidden variables interpre¬

tation. For the applications needed in this chapter the following definition will be used [Jackson 1985],

A quantum mechanical theory is said to have a hidden variables interpretation if there exists a measure

space M of hidden variables k (note that each k may itself be a set) together with a set of real-valued

functions { } defined on M such that the following three conditions hold:

(i) To each wave function <p there is associated a measure m defined on M and normalised so that

= 1 which is subject to the interpretation that for each measurable subset A of AT the value

A ) is the probability that the value of k lies in A;

(ii) To each observable A there is associated the real-valued function f£. The value /^(k) is interpreted

as the value of A when the wave function is <f> and the hidden variable is k;

(iii) The expectation value of A as an average of the values k) over /i^, agrees with the usual quantum

expectation value of A, that is

It has recently been emphasised that Bohm's intention in proposing the quantum potential interpretation

was to show that a consistent alternative to the orthodox interpretation is possible [Hiley and Peat 1987;

Bohm 1987], In 1932 von Neumann had provided a theorem that purported to show that a hidden variables

interpretation is impossible in that it would be inconsistent with the predictions of quantum mechanics

[von Neumann 1955, Ch. IV, §2] (note that the reference is to the English translation of von Neumann's

Definition

(7.1)
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book first published in German in 1932). It was in the context of this theorem that Bohm wrote the papers

entitled 'A Suggested Interpretation of Quantum Theory in Terms of "Hidden Variables" ' [Bohm 1952 a,b]

explicitly to show that a new kind of hidden variables interpretation is possible. Thus the debate on hidden

variables that had been silenced for thirty years by von Neumann's theorem was reopened. This led to a

fruitful period of research resulting in several impossibility theorems and criticisms thereof [Bell 1966], The

supposed impossibility theorems involve more stringent definitions of what constitutes a hidden variables

interpretation than the one given here, that is further conditions to (i)—(iii) above are used.
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§7.2 EXPLICIT HIDDEN VARIABLES INTERPRETATIONS OF QUANTUM MECHANICS

The quantum potential interpretation is a hidden variables interpretation, in the sense of the defintion

given in §7.1, as the following analysis shows.

In the light of the definition given in §7.1 make the following identifications:

(i) The hidden variables space M is the configuration space of the system so that the hidden variables are

the positions of the particles, that is X = x;

(ii) For each <f> the measure is defined by

MA) = [ |<Xx)|2dz= [ R2(x) dx (7.2)JA JA

for each A C M, where <f> has been put in the form <f>(x) = R(x) exp [(t'/A)5(i)]. Thus is seen

to coincide with the usual quantum mechanical probability measure;

(iii) For the momentum observable p and for each cf> e P(p) the function /£ is defined by

4(®) = ir*(*) = VS(x). (7.3)

Noting that the condition

<P>= f /{(*) ^(i)= [ VS(x)R2(x) dx (7.4)Jm JM

holds it is seen that conditions (i)—(iii) given in §7.1 for a hidden variables interpretation are satisfied for

the momentum observable p. There are two points to be made here. First, as has been shown already the

quantum potential interpretation is only applicable to a limited number of quantum observables and so as

an alternative to the orthodox interpretation it is limited. Secondly, as the analysis of Chapter 3 has shown

the values tt^(i) are weighted averages as in (3.12). If a more stringent definition of a hidden variables
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interpretation had been used [Bub 1969], one which would require the values assigned to the observables to

satisfy

where g is an arbitrary self-adjoint function of A then the the quantum potential interpretation would fail to

satisfy this extra condition, excluding it from consideration as a hidden variables interpretation. What has

been shown though is that a condition such as (7.5) appears to be unreasonable.

An obvious question to ask is what conclusions may be drawn from the analysis given here as regards

the interpretation of the spatial distribution of observable values given in Chapter 3? The answer is quite

simple. If the definition of a hidden variables interpretation given in §7.1 is used and the same approach

as was given above for the quantum potential interpretation is followed through with the identification of

the values f£(\) as the values of (3.17) (which is possible for any quantum observable A pro¬

vided that <J> £~D(A)) then the spatial distribution of observable values is a hidden variables interpretation.

Thus the limitation of the quantum potential interpretation has been removed—the spatial distribution of

observable values gives a hidden variables interpretation for any quantum observable.

A further point to be made is that, since it is possible to work in different representations, the distribution

of observable values in different spectral representation spaces also gives a hidden variables interpretation.

Explicitly, consider the relevant expressions for the distribution of observable values of the quantum ob¬

servable A in the spectral representation space of an observable B of simple spectrum. Let ip £ T>{A) be

the wave function in the spectral representation space of B which has measure v and make the following

identifications:

(i) The space of hidden variables M is the real line IR, the hidden variables are given by A = 6;

(ii) The measure ^ is defined, for arbitrary A C M, by

f}A)W = (7.5)

(7.6)
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(iii) The values f£(b) are given by

\W)\2f$(b) = f(A,4;b) (7.7)

where

f(A,^b) = (1/2)[V*(fi)(^V)(6) + (AWMb)] (7.8)

is the density function for the distribution of observable values ofA in the spectral representation space

and as claimed a hidden variables interpretation has been given. Note that the space of hidden variables

was taken to be 1R, the measure v in the spectral representation space will remove any ambiguity associated

with the definition of the values f£(b) for values of b not in the spectrum of B. Thus, although there is a

value f£( b) defined for all 6 in 1R those defined on a set of measure zero with respect to v are excluded in

the integral in (7.9).

What has been shown is that quantum mechanics may be given a hidden variables interpretation in a

way that is rather trivial. What has not been done is to try and interpret the values picked out by the hidden

variables in the light of the properties of classical mechanics. Put another way, it is always the case that

hidden variables may be given in such a way that given any observable A and any <p in the domain of A a

value f£(\) may be assigned to A in a consistent manner. There is no reason to suppose that the values

f£(\) should behave in a classical manner. Thus a condition such as (7.5) which is a perfectly reasonable

requirement of an observable value in classical mechanics has no place in a hidden variables interpretation

of quantum mechanics.

of B.

It is the case that

(7.9)

This last point is strengthened by the observation made in Chapter 3 that the assumed values of observ-

ables given in the quantum potential interpretation have no apparent quantum mechanical meaning and are
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treated as classical values. However, this is not the case for the local values introduced in §3.1 which may

be expressed as a linear combination of expectation values of a local position observable, as in equation

(3.23)
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§73 BELL'S THEOREM AND LOCALITY

The strongest argument in favour of the fact that the orthodox interpetation of quantum mechanics

is incomplete is provided by the famous "EPR Gedankenexperiment" of Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen

[Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen 1935]. This argument was adapted by Bohm [Bohm 1951, Ch.22] to the

simpler example of the measurement of spin components on a system of two spin-1/2 particles (the original

argument was given in terms of linear momentum and position measurements). The example chosen is

a hypothetical system in which originally the two particles formed a combined system of total spin 0, so

that the wave function is the singlet state ip,. It is assumed that the individual particles, labelled 1 and 2

respectively, move apart until they may be considered to be independent. The argument may be briefly given

as follows: suppose that a measurement of cti • n, the spin component of particle 1 in an arbitrary direction

n, is made. Since ip3 is not an eigenvector of cti • n the outcome is uncertain, however, it is known that the

possible values are 1 and —1 (in units of h/2). Suppose further that the result happens to be 1 then since

the total spin is conserved it is known that a measurement of the spin component ct2 • n of particle 2 in the

same direction n will give the value — 1. This is paradoxical since the singlet state ip, is not an eigenvector

of (72 • n and so the result should be uncertain, given that the two particles are independent of each other.

Here independence is understood in the sense that a measurement on particle 1 cannot in any way affect the

outcome of a measurement on particle 2.

If it is possible to introduce a set of hidden variables A then it may be possible to explain the correla¬

tion of the measured values of cti • n and a2 ■ n and hence resolve the paradox given above. A desirable

feature of such a hidden variables interpretation would be to include the independence, this would be done

through what is called the locality condition, which is expressed by saying that the outcome A(a,A) of a

measurement of ai • a depends on a and A only, whilst the outcome B(b, A) of a measurement of ct2 ■ b

depends on b and A only, the crucial point being that the result B for a measurement on particle 2 does not

depend on the direction a that is chosen for the measurement on particle 1. Note that the locality condition

is quite general in that it allows the measurements on particles 1 and 2 to be in different directions a and b;

indeed it is not specific to the measurement of spin components.
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Suppose that it is possible to have a hidden variables interpretation that resolves the EPR paradox. Let

the hidden variables have a normalised probability distribution p so that in the context of the definition given

in §7.1

[ p(\) d\=l (7.10)Jm

and let the expectation value E( a, b) of the measurement of the product of <ri • a ® a2 ■ b be

E{a,b)= Jp(X)A(a, X)S(b, A) dX. (7.11)
In a remarkable paper [Bell 1964] Bell has shown that there is a restriction on the values E. This result has

been generalised [Clauser, Home, Shimony and Holt 1969] to the inequality

|-E(a,b) -E(a,b')|+ |£(a',b) + £(a',b')| < 2. (7.12)

where a, a', b and b' represent arbitrary directions. This is a very powerful result in the controversy over

hidden variables, since there are instances in which the predictions made by the orthodox interpretation

of quantum mechanics violate the inequality (7.12). In particular this is true for the measurement of the

observable <ri • a <g> 02 • b when the wave function is in this case the maximum value of the quantum

expectation value is 2y/2. In fact there is no violation of Bell's inequality for factorisable states or states

which are mixtures of factorisable states, however, any state like ip, not of this form will lead to a violation

of (7.12). The usefulness of Bell's theorem is that it leads to the possibility of experimental verification

whether the orthodox interpretation does indeed violate (7.12).

An obvious question to ask is what is the effect of Bell's theorem on the interpretation of the spatial

distribution of observable values given in Chapter 3? To answer this question it is necessary to investigate

whether or not the spatial distribution of observable values satisfies the locality condition.

Recall the following results from Chapter 3 relevant to the interpretation of the spatial distribution of

observable values of a two particle operator of the form A ®B. For any <l> e V{A®B) the density function

for the spatial distribution of observable values of A ® B was given in (3.40) by

/(-4®j3,<X>;x,y) = (1/2) [d>*(x1y)(A<giS)<I)(xJy) + ((A® 5)4>)*(x,y)<I>(xJy)]. (7.13)
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If it is the case that <t> is of the form <f> ® ^ where <j> ElT>{ A) and i/j £ V(B) then it was shown that an

apparent alternative expression for the density function for the spatial distribution of observable values of

A® B would be

f(A, <j>\ x)f(A, V; y) = (1/4) [<j>*(x)A<Kx) + (A<t>y(x)4>(x)]

X [r(y)BMy) + (BV0*(y)V(y)] (7.14)

In Chapter 3 the product density function (7.14) was rejected on the grounds that a consistent interpretation,

valid for all observables and all relevant states, is only possible if the density function of (7.13) is chosen.

The important point to be made here is that the chosen density function (7.13) does not satisfy the locality

condition and so Bell's theorem does not apply. This is true even for factorisable states though, of course,

in this case no further insight is obtained by these considrerations, since such states would not be expected

to violate Bell's inequality should the locality condition have been satisfied.

The conclusion of this analysis is that the seemingly innocent considerations concerning the choice of

the density function for the spatial distribution of observable values has had a profound effect as regards

the question of locality. It is the case that the interpretation of the spatial distribution of observable values

is a non-local, hidden variables interpretation of quantum mechanics. This conclusion is true even for the

general case of the distribution of observable values in spectral representation spaces.
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSION AND PROSPECT



Bohm's introduction of the quantum potential interpretation of quantum mechanics has shown that in

certain circumstances it is possible to define local values for observables in quantum mechanics. One of the

main conclusions of this thesis is that great care is needed when discussing these values. Consideration of

the mathematical properties of the observable values of the quantum potential interpretation has shown that,

despite the similarity of the quantum Hamilton-Jacobi equation to the Hamilton-Jacobi equation of classical

mechanics, they do not have the same properties for functions of an observable as do the observable values

of classical mechanics.

The critique of the quantum potential interpretation given in Chapter 2 has shown that as an interpre¬

tation of quantum mechanics it is limited. This is because not all quantum observables are accommodated

in the quantum potential interpretation and even for those that are the interpretation is only applicable to

differentiable wave functions. Thus the oft-repeated claim that the quantum potential interpretation repro¬

duces all the results of quantum mechanics [Squires 1986, §5.2] has been shown to be false. The spatial

distribution of observable values has been introduced to extend Bohm's idea of local values to all quantum

observables. It has been shown that the limitations of the quantum potential interpretation do not apply to

the interpretation of quantum mechanics arising from consideration of the spatial distribution of observable

values; thus the new interpretation really does reproduce all the results of quantum mechanics. However, the

price to be paid for this extension is the conclusive demonstration that, as mentioned above, the local values

assigned to quantum observables do not have the same properties as the values of classical observables.

Thus the question "Is it possible, given an arbitrary quantum observable and any state in its domain, to de¬

fine in a consistent manner a set of local values for that observable?" has been answered in the affirmative;

whilst the question "Does the possibilty to assign local values to quantum observables necessarily mean

that a classical description of quantum mechanics has been given?" has been answered in the negative. A

conclusion of this is that classical concepts such as particle trajectories should be treated with caution when

they arise from consideration of the local values of the momentum or position observables in quantum me¬

chanics. A further advantage of the new approach is that distributions of observable values may be defined

for any representation, whereas the quantum potential interpretation lays undue emphasis on the coordinate

representation.
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It is posssible to improve on the quantum potential interpretation as it has been presented in this thesis

by appending to it a measurement theory that replaces the projection postulate by a process that gives a

continuous transition from the initial to the final states. The interpretation of the distribution of observable

values has the advantage that it is consistent with the projection postulate and orthodox quantum measure¬

ment theory which could lead to discontinuous wave functions which are outside the scope of the quantum

potential interpretation.

For an n-particle system a distribution of observable values for a particular observable may be given on

what is in the general case a 3n-dimensional configuration space. A possible extension of the work presented

here would be to study whether it is possible to derive distributions of observable values for the n-particle

case on real space. Similarly it would be interesting to extend the idea of a distribution of observable values

from particle mechanics to field theories—especially if it is possible to derive such distributions on real

space.

There is much scope for broadening the range of examples given in Chapter 4. The computational

convenience of working with the spatial distribution of observable values of momentum may allow further

examples with analytic solutions to be found. For the specific example of hydrogen s-states mentioned in

§4.2 it would be interesting to consider the physical significance of the frequency w in equation (4.29).

In §5.3 it has been demonstrated that the most commonly used quantisation rules are in fact merely

formal procedures. This is because they do not always give operators that are acceptable as quantum ob-

servables. By itself this would be a negative result, however, the demonstration in §5.4 that in certain

circmstances it is possible to replace these formal quanitsation rules by a local quantisation procedure that

does provide acceptable quantum observables is an important step forward. An obvious area where further

work would be profitable would be to extend the validity of the local quantisation procedure given here.

In particular it would be desirable to remove the restriction that the region of localisation A should be re¬

stricted to 1R + the positive part of the real axis. One possibililty of doing this would be to look for a unitary

transform from the original coordinate system to a second coordinate system for which there is a valid local

quantiation. The resulting local observable may then be mapped by the inverse transform to give a local
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self-adjoint operator as required.

The quantisation problem is a fundamental problem in its own right; many monographs have been

written just on this problem [Woodhouse 1980; Sniatycki 1980]. The general quantisation problem remains

unsolved despite the introduction of the extremely sophisticated geometric quantisation techniques. One

reason for this, as it now appears, is the universal insistence on quantising to give global observables. The

suggestion given here for quantising to give local observables could open up a new approach to the general

quantisation problem in quantum mechanics. In this respect it is worth repeating that the procedure derived

in §5.4 is not unique; also the conditions given there which guarantee that the local quantisation gives a

self-adjoint operator are only sufficiency conditions. Further analysis may show that the local quantisation

procedure does indeed assign self-adjoint operators to every classical observable; alternatively, it may be

possible to derive a different rule for assigning local quantum observables to classical observables. One

such possibility would be to use the localising isometries introduced by Wan and Timson [Wan and Timson

1988].

The formulation of quantum mechanics in terms of local observables has been motivated by consider¬

ation of the physical principles involved in the measurement process [Wan 1988]. Thus the fact that every

measurement involves the use of apparatus of finite extent for a finite time requires that the correct observ¬

ables to be used are local observables. The fact that it is possible to replace the formal quantisation rules

which give global operators by a local quantisation that gives local observables is further evidence that the

formulation of quantum mechanics in terms of local observables is the correct approach. Recall that for

localised wave functions, that is for wave functions whose support is wholly contained in the apparatus, the

results obtained using the local observables are the same as those that would be obtained from the global

operators.

The demonstration that the usual quantisation rules are merely formal procedures has had a decisive

impact in the theory of quantum phase space distribution functions. The supposed link between the expec¬

tation value of a quantised observable and the average of the relevant classical function over a quantum

phase space distribution function, as in equation (5.7), has been shown to have no physical basis, since the
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quantised operator is not an acceptable observable. This together with the fact that the quantum phase space

distribution functions are not positive definite means that there is no justification whatsoever for interpreting

them as probability distribution functions. Once more this has shown the pitfalls involved in applying a clas¬

sical interpretation to values obtained in quantum mechanics. An important consequence of this conclusion

is that there is no physical or mathematical justification for introducing a theory of negative probability in

order to explain why the quantum phase space distribution functions are not positive definite.

In the same way that the introduction of the distributions of observable values in various repesenta-

tion spaces has clarified many of the problems associated with the quantum potential interpretation, so the

generalisation of these ideas to give distributions of observable values on generalised phase spaces has pro¬

vided an alternative approach to understanding phase space distribution functions in quantum mechanics;

an alternative that does not suffer from the inconsistencies of the conventional approach. The benefits of the

new approach may be summarised by noting that a density function for observable values is not expected to

be positive definite and that the generalised phase space distributions of observable values are only defined

for acceptable quantum observables.

In Example 1 of Chapter 6 the density function

for the distribution of observable values of the momentum observable p on the phase space T ofpairs (p, x)

was derived by starting with the density function /(p, </>; x) for the spatial distribution of observable values

of p and applying the spectral theorem to p. An obvious question to ask is whether it is possible to derive

a density function for the distribution of observable values of p on T by starting with the density function

for the distribution of observable values of p in momentum space. The answer turns out to be yes, as the

following analysis shows. Using the same notation and conventions as in Chapter 6 it is seen that

i}(p,s) = p(2V5^) 1 [</>*( x)e(i'h)pxj>(p) + ^(i)e-('Wpl^(p)] (8.1)

(8.2)

where

f(p,hv) = (i/2) [4>*(.p)(p4>)(p) + (p^y(p)Up)] ■
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Here 0 is the Fourier transform of <p given by

4>(p) = (2tt^)-1/2 [ e~^h)px4>(x)dx (8.4)Jm

and so (8.3) may be written as

f(.p,fcp) = f (2s/2^K)~X [0'(x)e(''/WpI(p0)(p) + (p}y(p)4>(x)e-(i^] dxJIR

= J p(2V^~l^(x)eii/h)pxkp) + f(p)Hx)e-^h)px]dx, (8.5)
thus substituting (8.5) into (8.2) gives that

<£>) = [ [ p(2V2^yl ^(x)yi/h)px4>(p) + <t>(x)e-'-i'h)px4>*(p)] dxdp. (8.6)J IR J IR

By considering arbitrary partitions of the phase space it is seen that an alternative derivation of a phase space

distribution of observable values of p has been given, that is

(p) = [ [ &i(x,P) dldP (8-7)Jir Jm. v

where

n?(x,p) = p(2V2rfiyl [<f(x)e(i'h)px4>(p) + <fi(x)e-Wh)pxj>*(p)} (8.9)

is interpreted as the density function for the distribution of observable values of p on the phase space F of

pairs (x, p). Note that the two density functions w£(p, x) and Q|( i, p) are the same.

There are a number of areas where further work on generalised phase space distribution function would

be profitable. One such area arises from the above considerations. If instead of considering the momen¬

tum observable p the distribution of observable values in momentum space of any observable A of simple

spectrum is used then a method for obtaining the distribution of observable values of A on r is suggested.

Further work would enable such distributions to be derived, as well as the generalisation of this procedure

so as to obtain the distribution of observable values of A on arbitrary generalised phase spaces. This would

be a considerable improvement on the results of Chapter 6 where only generalised phase space distribu¬

tions of observable values were obtained for phase spaces generated by the observable being considered.
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A second consideration is that for simplicity only observables of simple spectrum have been considered so

that the expressions obtained in the spectral representation spaces are particularly simple [Beltrametti and

Cassinelli 1981, Appendix B], an area worthy of further study would be to extend all the results obtained so

far to the less trivial case of observables with non-simple spectrum. This would complete the generalisation

process begun in Chapter 6 allowing distribution of observable values to be given for arbitrary observables

on arbitrary generalised phase spaces.
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